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Petition Prompts
School Board to Vote
on Plummer Name
Change
by Terry Hendricks
Fullerton Union High School District
Superintendent
Scott
Scambray
announced last week that the decision to
remove the name of Louis E. Plummer
from the auditorium will be voted on at
the Board meeting on June 16. The item
was placed on the agenda in response to
a petition started by Jacqueline
Logwood that has been circulating in
Fullerton in the last few weeks urging
the removal of the name due to
Plummer’s ties with the KKK.
“When I first saw that the petition was
a success, I was overwhelmed with gratitude. I am so proud to be a member of
such a comprehensive and responsive
community and I’m very thankful for all
of the support I have received,” Ms.
Logwood said.
Jacqueline Logwood, a Fullerton
native and current student at UC
Riverside, started the petition to change
the name of Louis E. Plummer
Auditorium because of Plummer’s
active membership in the Ku Klux Klan
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Protest Against Racism: Hundreds gather outside Plummer Auditorium on June 6 urging for a name change.
This was part of larger peaceful protests downtown against racism and police brutality. Photo by Jesse La Tour.

PEACEFUL PROTESTS SEEK JUSTICE, REFORM,
END TO SYSTEMIC RACISM
by Jesse La Tour
Two peaceful protests took place in
downtown Fullerton on June 6 and 7
whose themes were justice for George
Floyd and other victims of police brutality, an end to systemic racism, Black
Lives Matter (BLM), and serious police
reform/defunding the police.
The June 6 protest, which included
over 1,500 attendees, was organized by
Fullerton resident Faith ForcucciMorris.
“As a long-time resident of Fullerton
(I went to Troy High School and
Fullerton College), I felt the need to
show support for the Black Lives Matter
movement in my local community,”
Forcucci Morris said. “We started by
researching peaceful protest guidelines

from the ACLU, and reached out to the
FPD to alert them of our plans to avoid
unnecessary police intervention. Once
we had those bases covered, we continued our research on the BLM movement
and decided to support Campaign Zero’s
#8CANTWAIT initiative to begin the
process of defunding and demilitarizing
the police in the city of Fullerton. We
put a flyer together as a call to action for
attendees of our protest, and reached out
to local representatives, students, and
community leaders to organize a diverse
set of speakers. As white people, we felt
it was our duty to create a place for our
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of
Color) community to be seen and
heard.”
Continued on page 8

OC Health Officer Resigns Following Heated
Conflict and Threats Over Face Coverings
by Matthew Leslie
The county of Orange announced on
Monday, June 8 that Dr. Nichole Quick
had unexpectedly resigned her position
as County Health Officer. A prominent
figure in the County’s strategic efforts to
combat the spread of COVID-19, Dr.
Quick had faced pressure from the
County’s Board of Supervisors (BOS),
most prominently from Chair Michelle
Steel and 3rd District Supervisor Don
Wagner, to relax a face-covering order
put into place just prior to the County’s
partial reopening two weeks ago. The
order was seen as one measure intended
to help reduce the spread of the virus as
County residents came into closer con-

tact with one another when some businesses were given permission by the
state of California to reopen.
Because Dr. Quick’s position derived
its authority directly from the state of
California, the BOS lacked the statuary
power to modify or eliminate the order.
OC Sheriff Don Barnes had announced
earlier that his department would not
enforce the order, further undercutting
its effectiveness.
Members of the BOS like Wagner stridently complained to the media about
the mandatory nature of the order, sometimes not pointing out that it was put in
place to mitigate the possible dangers of
reopening.
Continued on page 2
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Petition Prompts
School Board to Vote
on Plummer Name
Change
Continued from front page
in the 1920s. She learned about
Plummer’s past from Maddy Marks, a
friend who attends Fullerton College,
who found the information on the
Fullerton College Library website. Ms.
Logwood decided to do something
about it. “I thought, ‘This is just wrong.’
The name should be changed,” she said.
She posted the information on Twitter
and got more responses of support than
she had ever gotten on a single post. She
then created the petition to change the
name and emailed a “bunch of people”
to spread the word. In a matter of only 3
or 4 days, over 20,000 people had
signed the petition. After 23,000 signatures, she set a new goal of 25,000. The
most recent count as of Friday, June 12,
was 25,292.
Ms. Logwood then emailed Fullerton
High School District Superintendent
Scott Scambray and he told her the petiHundreds gather outside Plummer Auditorium on June 6 urging for a name change.
tion was on the agenda and would be
This was part of larger peaceful protests downtown against racism and police brutality. Photo by Mike Ritto.
discussed at the School Board meeting
on June 16. The announcement to someone suggested putting a plaque on Sunny Hills, I started the BSU (Black Christopher Cocoltchos (UCLA) entiremove Plummer’s name was made a the front of the building next to the door Student Union), but when I left, there tled The Invisible Government and the
week before the Board meeting. The explaining that the name used to be was no one to keep it going. Even if I Viable Community: The Ku Klux Klan in
auditorium sits on the north-west corner Louis E. Plummer Auditorium but was hadn’t succeeded with my petition, at Orange County, California During the
of Lemon and Chapman on
changed in 2020 least I would have put the message out 1920s. Cocoltchos writes, “Plummer
the Fullerton Union High
because of his affilia- there,” she said.
was . . . a leader in the Myers-led Klan.”
School campus and is owned
tion with the KKK.
The petition is online here: (page 288).
by the high school district.
That way, we don’t www.change.org/p/mayor-jenniferA facility named for someone associMs. Logwood used social
forget
the
past,
we
edufitzgerald-change-the-name-of-theated
with the KKK is at odds with both
“This is not a
media to publicize this
cate people.”
louis-e-plummer-auditorium.
Board Policy 0100 (a) Philosophy and
new issue.
cause. “I’ve only gotten a
“This is not a new
The agenda item for the June 16 Goals and Board Policy 0145:
It has been
few negative comments
issue. It has been sim- FJUHSD Board meeting, which will be NONDISCRIMINATION (Educational
about changing the name,
mering for years but held via Zoom at 6pm may be viewed at Programs or Activities) “The Fullerton
simmering
and they have been on
hasn’t gone anywhere. www.agendaonline.net/public/Agency.a Joint Union High School District shall
for years...
Instagram, but mostly the
There have been other spx?PublicAgencyID=1272&AgencyTy not discriminate on the basis of race,
this is the time.”
responses have been very
protests—but this is peID=1.
color, religious background, national
positive,” Logwood said.
the time,” Logwood
The agenda item states the following: origin or ancestry, ethnic group identifi--Jacqueline Logwood
“Some of these comments
said.
The historical record indicates that cation, marital or parental status, gender,
are from people who say we
Jacqueline Logwood Louis Plummer was associated with the sex, age, physical or mental disability,
shouldn’t change history, but
grew up in Fullerton. Ku Klux Klan. The KKK is known to gender preference or sexual orientation
this history has been painful
She
attended have engaged in acts of violence and ter- or the perception of one or more such
to many people,” she said. “I think the Orangethorpe Elementary, Parks Junior rorism against minority populations. characteristics, or economic status in the
key to battling ignorance is knowledge. High, and Sunny Hills High School. “I Louis Plummer’s association was noted educational programs or activities which
If we do succeed in changing the name, think I’ve always been an activist. At in a 1979 doctoral dissertation by it operates for its students.”

Sunny Hills Team Wins
North American esports Finals
by Claire LaBeaux
Last weekend, the North America Scholastic Esports Federation held the longawaited finals for the winter 2020 League of Legends esports season. Playoffs were
delayed due to COVID-19, but unlike most sports, we were able to resume because
of the online nature of the competition.

This is the third year that Sunny Hills has qualified for finals.
Your local students worked hard to be one of the top team. The tournament featured more than 90 teams from across North America.
Sunny Hills won the whole tournament. They’re the winners of the Winter 2020
League of Legends High School Scholastic Tournament for all of North America,
taking first place in an event that started with 283 teams.
Blog post with highlights on each of the top four teams and their key plays
through the season may be viewed here: www.nasef.org/news/blog/winter-2020-loltournament-finalists/
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OC Health Officer
Resigns Following
Heated Conflict and
Threats Over Face
Coverings
Continued from front page
He and other Supervisors found ready
allies in County residents who insisted
during the public speaking portion of the
BOS meetings that they had the right not
to wear a face covering meant to keep
them from spreading the sometimes
deadly disease to others. One speaker
threatened Dr. Quick, and a group of
people eventually protested outside of
her home. During the Board’s latest
meeting, Vice Chair Andrew Do, who
represents the 1st District, attempted to
mollify people shouting from the audience by saying he was “trying to make
their case for them.”
Fullerton, like some other OC cities,
had already adopted their own rules
requiring customers in businesses as
well as workers who come in to contact
with them to wear face coverings.
According to County CEO Frank
Data taken from OC Health Care Agency web site shows hospitalizations rising.
Kim, he and Dr. Quick conversed on
Saturday, June 6 about anticipated questions from the BOS, but her resignation the mandate she issued given that no one
The state of California’s own website the waters,” in Dr. Chau’s words.
two days later took him by surprise. Dr. was enforcing it.
shows the higher number of 325 for the County officials take pains to point out
Quick is the third high-ranking member
Coming less than a week prior to a same day. The County does not divulge that vulnerable populations, such as the
of the County Health Care Agency to further move toward opening the
leave during the pandemic. Dr. Clayton County’s economy, Dr. Quick’s sudden hospitalizations or deaths by city, but a elderly and medically compromised,
Chau, who was only hired last month to departure gave the impression that she State website displays a graphic that who live in these facilities skew the
fill the vacant Health Care Director was perhaps unwilling to relax the face- represents clusters of hospitalizations by County’s overall numbers upward when
position, was hastily appointed Acting covering mandate as the State allows for locations that correspond to the loca- they contract and die from the virus.
As rates of COVID-19 infections, hosHealth Officer by the BOS two days bars, restaurants, gyms, and public tions of hospitals. A cluster seeming to
correspond
with
the
location
of
pitalizations,
and deaths steadily rise,
after Dr. Quick’s resigswimming pools to open, Fullerton’s St. Jude shows 15 patients.
County
officials
are relaxing restricnation. The dual posieven as the numbers of
The
County
does
not
list
deaths
by
tions,
effective
June
12, on some private
tions now held by Dr.
infections, deaths, and hos- city, although CEO Kim stated that may- and public sector operations, including,
Chau could be seen as
pitalizations continue to ors have been asking for that data. On according to the County press release
potentially coming into
One speaker
rise in the County. Chair June 6, however, the Huntington Beach cited above, movie theaters and family
conflict with one anothSteel continues to empha- news site Surf City Voice published a entertainment centers, restaurants,
threatened
er as each draws its
size that Orange County’s count of COVID-19 deaths by city. wineries and bars, zoos and museums,
Dr. Quick,
authority from different
COVID-19 rates are low According to those figures, Fullerton gyms and fitness centers, hotels (for
and a group
levels of government.
compared to neighboring has so far recorded 8 deaths from the tourism and individual travel), card
Just two days later,
of people
counties, and claimed dur- virus. Citing privacy concerns, the HCA rooms and racetracks, and public and
Dr. Chau announced
ing a June 11 briefing that had previously resisted publishing city- HOA swimming pools. The city of
eventually
that the face-covering
the County was on its way by-city death rates, but promises to do Fullerton has not yet announced what
protested
order issued by Dr.
out of the pandemic. This so soon on a revamped County website. public facilities, if any, it plans to
outside
Quick had been downdespite a recent uptick in The new site will also separate out reopen. On June 10, the County Clerk
graded to one that no
of her home.
numbers that Dr. Chau infections occurring in congregate living Recorder resumed in-person service for
longer required, but still
associated directly with situations such as skilled nursing facili- marriage licenses, death certificates, and
strongly recommended,
Memorial Day weekend ties, so those statistics do not “muddy other transactions.
the wearing of them to
crowds.
help stop the spread of
Answering
questions
the virus. He cited the need to be consis- posed by reporters during a June 11
tent with State standards as a reason for update, BOS Chair Michelle Steel
the change, and explained that in the announced that she had sent a letter to
prior two days he had had more time to Gov. Newsom requesting permission for
On June 4, the non-profit ICNA Relief SoCal (Muslims for Humanity) in conexamine State criteria. According to a Orange County to move into Stage 3 of junction with the Fullerton School District and other local groups such as the Center
press release from the County, “The the reopening process. BOS Vice Chair for Healthy Neighborhoods, distributed 1800 boxes of food at Pacific Drive School
County Health Officer’s previous Order Do, Dr. Chau, and CEO Kim all empha- in Fullerton to families in need during this time of crisis, when many families are
requiring most residents to wear cloth sized that if the rate of infections begins struggling to obtain basic necessities. Cars were lined up along Valencia for several
face coverings outside their home when to spike, the County would work on a blocks as they waited to receive free fresh food.
unable to physically distance them- remediation plan with the State that
selves by at least six feet can now be could, at the extreme, require another
safely modified to a strong SHOULD shut down. Dr. Chau even characterized
instead of a MUST.”
another mandatory face-covering order
In the same press release Dr. Chau as a measure to have at the ready should
wrote, “This change ensures the OC it be necessary.
Health Care Agency is acting consistentThe County’s COVID-19 website,
ly with our partners at the California www.ochealthinfo.com/novelcoronDepartment of Public Health and is avirus, posts daily updates to numbers
based on Orange County’s measures of infections, deaths, and hospitalizaagainst State-mandated COVID-19 met- tions. Daily hospitalization rates have
rics. That said, I stand with Public steadily risen since the late April incepHealth experts and believe strongly that tion of the web statistics. The most
face-coverings help slow the spread of recent figure available is 291 countyCOVID-19 and save lives.”
wide, but the County relies on voluntary
Fourth District Supervisor Doug reporting by hospitals, and continually
Chaffee (Fullerton) appeared to easily explains that daily counts depend on the
accept the amended order, saying of Dr. number reporting that day as well as the
Quick that she “stood by her conserva- time of day reports are made. The
tive opinion and took a lot of abuse for County used to show the number of
it,” but then questioned the efficacy of reporting hospitals, but no longer does.

Food Drive at Pacific Drive School
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FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL NOTES
JUNE 2 MEETING
The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video of council
meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

Closed Session
Before every public City Council meeting, there is a “closed session” in which
Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the view of the public.
During this closed session, Council met with staff to discuss negotiations with the
various city public employee groups to negotiate cost savings measures.

Council Approves Budget with
Police Spending Increase,
Cuts to Other Services
City Council voted 5-0 to approve the
2020/21 budget at their June 2 meeting.
“Based on our funding ability and our
employee count, we are at a lower level
[of service],” City Manager Ken Domer
said. “Given the COVID situation we’re
basically looking at a lower level of
service for our parks, medians landscaping areas, and city hall. That’s the reality
of it right now.”
The total city budget, including grants
and the Capital Improvement Program
is $240 million.
The General Fund budget is $106 million in expenditures, supported by revenues (taxes, fees, etc.) of $98 million,
and $7.9 million in “budget reduction
measures.”
These include vacancy savings (hiring
freeze), temporary closure of the
Museum, reducing the Library’s hours
open to the public from 61 to 34 hours,
negotiated “labor savings,” and executive team salary reduction of 10%.
It should be noted that while other
departments are being cut, the police
department is seeing a budget increase,
including some previously-negotiated
pay raises.

According to a staff report, “The
City’s fiscal issues existed prior to the
national pandemic. The loss of revenue
due to the health crisis highlights that
service and programming levels the City
has historically provided is no longer
sustainable, even in a post-COVID
era…As we now live in a new reality
and way of doing business as a result of
COVID-19, and as the national and
local climate continue to change
throughout the year, it is likely Staff will
bring forth amended budget projections
and corresponding budget adjustments
regularly as needed and through its
quarterly Financial Updates during the
new fiscal year.”
After a presentation of the budget by
city treasurer Ellis Chang, council members gave their thoughts.
A major point of discussion was the
temporary closure of the Fullerton
Museum Center. Read more about this
on page 14.
“It’s sad but where public works and
public safety comprise 77% of our general fund, there isn’t much wiggle
room,” Mayor Pro tem Jan Flory said.
“And so when cuts have to be made they

Public Comments
Jensen Hallstrom asked that Council
allocate more resources to combat the
foxtail weed, which is both a fire
harzard and a danger to pets: “I would
like to see some consideration for volunteer efforts to mitigate this issue by volunteer mowing, mulching, and then the
planning of native flowers, shrubs, and
trees to suppress further growth of this
hazard.”
Veronica Moran asked the police to
do more to combat illegal fireworks in
Fullerton.
Evelyn Bautista, a 10-year Fullerton
resident said: Fullerton is definitely a

melting pot...Something we should take
into account is the fact that Fullerton is
really a minority city as of now. It might
have been different 10-15 years ago, but
today it is a completely different place.
Today people are angry. Today people
understand that they are treated differently or maybe even less than. Today
people are not standing for this. That’s
why we’re here. That’s why I’m here.
Because I am sick and tired of not using
my God-given right, my voice, to be
able to speak on what is right and what
is wrong.

Fullerton’s General Fund budget expenditures for 2020/21.
are made in the discretionary services. forms. I hope that as funds come in, and
That’s parks and rec, that’s the library, I know there will be some funds coming
that’s the museum.”
in, that we prioritize our services, espeCouncilmember Bruce Whitaker cially our public works, our salaries, our
asked about a 23% increase in charges employees.”
for services. Staff said that the primary
Councilmember Jesus Silva said, “As
reason for the increase is
a schoolteacher, our district
in our water fees.
is going through some of
Fiscal year 20/21
the same scenarios of budgincludes a 14% water rate
et cuts and how to balance
“Given the
increase
that
was
the budget.”
COVID-19
approved last year, which
Mayor
Jennifer
situation
translates on paper to
Fitzgerald made the motion
about a $10 million
to approve the budget,
we’re basically
increase.
which Council unanimouslooking
Whitaker also menly supported.
at a lower
tioned a $2.9 million or
“When the City Manager
level of
16%
increase
in
says we have to go to a
CalPERS
(public
level ‘C’ of service, none of
service...”
employee retirement benus is going to like that,”
—City Manager
efits) costs.
Fitzgerald said. “And so
Ken Domer
“That’s largely what is
how can we all pitch in to
eating into what would be
keep our community beaureserves,” Whitaker said.
tiful like we want to? We
“In an era where our revsimply don’t have the
enues are increasing 1 or 2%, to have a money to do that right now. None of us
16 or 17% jump in a core cost is what will rest as we try to figure out how to
also is contributing to the difficulties operate this City in this new paradigm.
that we’re having in trying to get this We’re all hoping, as all of you are, that
budget to balance.”
the economy gets back running as quick“I know this is a living document in a ly as possible, and that our situation
way,” Councilmember Ahmad Zahra brightens here. But we do have to make
said. “It’s going to come back in many some hard decisions now.”

Remembering George Floyd: Jose Trinidad Castañeda requested that
City Council end the meeting in memory of George Floyd, which they did.
“There are no words to describe his tragic murder. We as an entire world need to
see justice come from that case and we need to show the world as well that this is
a city of moral clarity, not moral bankruptcy,” Castañeda said.

Agenda Forecast
The next Fullerton City Council meeting is Tuesday, June 16. Agenda items
include: emergency rental assistance program, municipal code changes to regulate
short-term rentals, automatic aid or mutual aid agreement for exchange of fire, rescue, and emergency medical services between City of Placentia and City of
Fullerton, pavement management plan update, grant funds for West Coyote Hills
acquisition.
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Palm Gardens renters and allies spoke in favor of the rent freeze.

Above: Palm Gardens renters and allies urged council to pass a rent freeze.

Amid Pandemic and Job Losses,
Council Votes Down Temporary Rent Freeze
During public comments, some residents of Palm Gardens shared their sto“Rent is due today, and a lot of
ries.
Fullerton residents can’t afford to pay.
Victoria Rosas, who has lived at Palm
Without your support, a wave of evicGardens for nearly 15 years, said that
tions and a spike in homelessness will
her husband was laid off due to COVIDcome to our communities, individuals,
19, and that her hours as a nurse have
and our local economy,” Fullerton resibeen cut.
dent Leonel Talavera said to Fullerton
“We do not qualify for any stimulus
City Council during public comment on
check due to our mixed family status,”
June 2.
she said. “Therefore, we
Council was disdon’t qualify for any govcussing a temporary 60ernment assistance or
day rent freeze proposed
unemployment benefits.
by
Councilmember
The owners of Palm
Jesus Silva due to resi“This pandemic
Gardens apartments are
dents experiencing rent
invites us to
aware that not all of us can
increases and job losses
pay the 8.5% increase,
stop
and
rethink
due to the COVID-19
especially through the
whether we are
pandemic. This item was
financial hardships that we
raised in response to
living with
are all facing with this pubconcerns by tenants dignity and justice,
lic health crisis. I am askabout the low-income
or
if
we
are
ing for your support of a
apartment
complex
60-day rent freeze due to
being hostile
Palm Gardens, many of
COVID-19, as we all try to
whom have lost their
with the
heal as a community.”
jobs and whose landlord
vulnerable.”
Alejandro
Ramirez,
has imposed an 8.5%
another resident of Palm
rent increase effective
Gardens said, “It’s just
June 1.
really concerning and it
A rent freeze is not an
baffles me that during this
elimination of rent, but only a temporary
time we would see an 8.5% increase.
ban on rent increases.
My mom went from cleaning 7 houses a
Ultimately, Council did not have the
week to 1 house a week. That is detrivotes to move forward with the rent
mental to a family like ours and many of
freeze and voted the idea down 3-2 with
our neighbors... We’re not asking for
Silva and Councilmember Ahmad Zahra
you guys to take the rent away, just a litvoting in favor, and Mayor Jennifer
tle ease off our back, to make it a little
Fitzgerald, Mayor Pro tem Flory, and
easier.”
Councilmember Whitaker voting “no.”
A 13-year-old honor student from
As an alternative motion, Council
Parks Jr. High and a Palm Gardens resivoted 3-2 (Fitzgerald and Whitaker
dent said, “This pandemic invites us to
“no”) for staff to bring back options for
stop and rethink whether we are living
a tenant-based rental assistance prowith dignity and justice, or if we are
gram.
being hostile with the vulnerable…
At their June 16 meeting, council will
Freezing the rent during COVID-19
consider Emergency Rental Assistance
helps the most vulnerable to ease their
Program which could provide rental
burdens, and helps families keep their
assistance grants to income-eligible
homes safe.”
individuals and families economically
Another resident said that both she
impacted during the COVID-19 panand her husband have been unemployed
demic through job-loss, furlough or
since March. “We have seen hardships
reduction in hours or pay.
due to COVID-19 and this rent increase
by Jesse La Tour

is very stressful for us, for my family.
The rent increase issue “may have
We’re asking you to postpone this rent started with Palm Gardens but it’s movincrease for a few months due to this cri- ing on” to other apartment complexes,
sis that we’re living in now.”
particularly in low income areas,
“What’s going on with these land- according to Silva.
lords? Are they crazy? Where is their
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra was the
consideration that we’ve lived here for only other member to support the rent
so many years?” Alma Chavez, who has freeze.
lived at Palm Gardens for 15 years, said.
“This is a low-income community and
“Please help us. I’ve been investigating. the landlord decided that they wanted to
We’re not the only apartments who have increase the rent at a time when most of
had a rent increase…We want you to these people have lost their jobs or are
please support us because we don’t want struggling already. So, I think that this
to become homeless.”
[landlord] is definitely a bad actor who
Other cities, including Santa Ana and hasn’t even communicated properly
Buena Park, have implemented some with the residents on this,” Zahra said.
form of rent increase moratorium within
Mayor Pro tem Flory, who did not
the last two months related to the support the rent freeze, said she was
COVID-19 pandemic.
concerned about the potential impact on
“Even before COVIDresidents of Rancho La
19, our county and our
Paz mobile home park,
cities were facing an
whose owner wrote into
affordable housing crisis.
their lease that, should the
We all know this,”
City pass any form of rent
More than half
Leonel Talavera, said. He
control he would drasticalof low-income
gave some statistics from
ly increase his tenants’
the
National
Lowrent.
households
Income
Housing
Flory also said, “The
report a recent
Coalition:
courts are closed right
or sudden job
•More than half a milnow…you can’t file an
loss or decline
lion people experience
unlawful detainer [evichomelessness each night
tion] action in the court
in income due
in the US.
right now…so I’m wonto the
•A national shortage of
dering if we are wading
pandemic.
7 million affordable
into very muddy waters
apartments have left
here…I’m wondering if
fewer than 4 low-income
the help that we should be
homes for every 10
talking about are HOME
extremely low-income
[federal housing] funds to
residents.
help pay for the rent.
•8 million of these low-income renters Something like that as opposed to the
pay at least half of their limited income rent freeze that isn’t even going to go
on rent, leaving them one financial into effect for two months.”
emergency away from eviction and, in
Mayor Jennifer Fitzgerald, who also
the worst cases, homelessness.
opposed the rent freeze, asked Kellee
“It’s a financial emergency, guys,” Fritzal from the City’s Economic
Talavera said. “I was also informed Developing and Housing Department, if
today that this particular landlord is now the City’s tenant-based rental assistance
asking for tenants to pay with their cred- program could help these renters.
it cards, putting them under more finanFritzal’s answer was, essentially, no.
cial strain. Madam Mayor, I listened to The City’s two current rental assistance
you at the last meeting when you said, programs are restricted to senior mobile
“The things I hear most in our city are home parks and veterans.
about homelessness. I want to make sure
Councilmember Bruce Whitaker, who
that we do everything in our power to be opposed the rent freeze, said that the
able to prevent this and to get people off rent increases are “a small part of what
our streets.”
these people are facing. The real big
After public comments, City Council issue here is the ongoing lockdown that
discussed the item.
we have, the way that these people are
Silva mentioned a letter sent to out of jobs, the fact that the economy is
Council by the California Apartment being shut down and held down. This
Owner association opposing the rent lockdown needs to end.”
freeze.
Whitaker asked for “bold action,” say“Don’t allow the California Apartment ing, “It’s time to end this silliness of
Owners Association to dictate what you shutting down and hampering the econdo,” Silva said to his fellow coun- omy.”
cilmembers. “They do a great job of
Zahra said that what Whitaker was
spinning things, putting it in their own proposing “would put people’s lives in
words, and making it fit for their clients, jeopardy, and I‘m not willing to be that
and I get that. I’m trying to do just as bold. The City won’t be able to change
good of a job for our clients, which are state laws. We want to open. We want to
our residents, which are my students, get people back their jobs, but we want
their parents—to try to get them some to do it safely, so let’s be practical about
help, some relief.”
how we can find solutions.”

The DOWNTOWN Report
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The Message/
The Protests
Our historic sandstone bench was
restored in 2014 in a nice shady setting
with drought resistant plants, and the
other day this appeared, a precursor of
things to come. A peaceful protest was
organized for the following Saturday,
June 6, and another for Sunday, June 7.
Having stayed indoors for months like
good citizens, heading out to any kind of
large gathering caused some trepidation,
but as over 1500 participants discovered, just about everyone was wearing a
face covering and if there was anyone
who was not being peaceful, they were
certainly laying low. Hour after hour, the
masses moved as one, and it did seem
like finally, after so many years and so
many attempts to make things right, we
were a country in a moment of real
change.
I have my thoughts, but instead, I
would like to share something I was
sent, a message from an indigenous
American Hopi named White Eagle.
“We still haven’t stopped singing, dancing, lighting a fire, and having fun. You
do not help at all being sad and without
energy.”

Some wise and important words we
all know but might need to hear again:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
Indeed, you don’t need my take on
this, the wisdom you just read tells the
story, along with these photos. Take a
look at the participants and you will get
more from them than I can ever relate to
you. More on pages 8 and 9.

Above: Protesters gather on the lawn of City Hall on June 6.

The Fox
Briefly, the city of Fullerton entered into an exclusive agreement with Developers
Frontier Real Estate and the concept includes reconfiguring part of the Fox
Fullerton into a concert and/or theater venue, a concept called Rodeo Market, and
other developments. The plan will be developed over the next year.

Photo Quiz
Send your answer to Mike at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net
This issue: This sketch [below] became a mural, and it is still there. Where is it?

Farmers Market
Have you made it to the latest location of the Wednesday Farmer’s Market yet?
It’s on the parking lot behind the Main Library next to City Hall. It’s safe, as you can
see, and the produce, bread, honey, tamales, and more make it well worth your
while. Every Wednesday from 8am-1pm.

Fullerton Museum Center
There will be a temporary cut in museum funding, which means our Museum
Center will be closed indefinitely. The cuts are a result of a deficit caused by loss
of revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Having friends there and missing so
many events makes this personal. Thursday evenings at the Fullerton Market, live
music, great food, farmers market, beer and wine garden, and especially, the meeting place for all of Fullerton, is gone for now. Exhibit openings, the exhibits themselves of course, and so much more, gone. See page 14 for more info.

Moo in Town
Moo’d Creamery has moved into the space at 115 E Commonwealth. They are
serving premium handcrafted ice cream with “unique and traditional flavors made
with locally sourced ingredients.” Welcome to our downtown!

Last Time: Michael Valdez was
first to answer correctly, the mural
was on the side of Tiger Yang’s
building
on
Harbor
and
Commonwealth.
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COMMUNITY POSTER WALLS
URGE REFLECTION AND CHANGE
In light of the horrific news of the
murder of George Floyd at the hands of
Minnesota police, and countless other
acts of police violence and brutality
against black Americans, a group of
recently-graduated alumni from FUHS
organized a poster wall outside of Fox
Theater in downtown this past weekend.
Sadly, after just two days, the posters
were taken down. The students then

organized a second poster wall in front
of City Hall and the Fullerton Police
Station, (at Amerige Park) to gain
greater attention of local police and public officials.
By the end of June 1, the poster wall
had amassed over 70 signs. The fence
continues to grow with signs and art that
the people of Fullerton have contributed.

Eviction Moratorium Extended to July 28
California Governor Gavin Newsom landlord “in writing” of the substantial
issued an executive order on May 29 COVID-19-related financial impacts
extending the State’s eviction moratori- and, (2) provide documentation “in writum through July 28.
ing” establishing such substantial
Fullerton’s eviction moratorium COVID-19-related financial impacts.
would have expired on May 31, but
The moratorium does not waive or
under the Governor’s order it is auto- removed a tenant’s obligation to pay
matically extended.
back rent owed. A tenant will have up to
The eviction moratorium
six months after the expiraprohibits a landlord from initition of the moratorium to
ating proceedings or otherwise
pay their landlord unpaid
taking steps to evict a tenant
A tenant will rent.
for nonpayment of rent from
No late fees, costs or other
have up to
any residential dwelling
penalties may be assessed or
(including single family and six months to due from the tenant based
multi-family homes, mobile
on the delay in paying rent.
pay their
homes or other structures lawAdding to the protections
landlord
fully used as a residential
afforded
tenants,
the
unpaid rent. California Judicial Council
dwelling) if the tenant demonstrates that the inability to pay
enacted several emergency
rent is due to COVID-19. The
Rules of Court related to
moratorium also applies to
their proceedings on April 6.
commercial tenants, such as a business A rule prohibiting courts from processor commercial enterprise renting or leas- ing nearly all unlawful detainers is in
ing a structure used for business purpos- effect until 90 days after the Governor
es.
lifts the State of Emergency.
The moratorium requires residential
To read more about Fullerton’s evicand commercial tenants to, within 30 tion moratorium, visit the city’s web site
days after the rent is due: (1) notify the www.cityoffullerton.com.

ACROSS
1. "___ to Kill" (1989 John
Grisham novel)
6. Pubs
10. Dinghy or dory
14. Out?
15. Declare
16. Denver's historic district, abbr.
17. Actor Offerman at
the last moment?
19. Concerned texter's question?
20. 1975 Wimbledon winner
21. Part of T.G.I.F.
22. Syrian city bombed in
the recent civil war
24. Actor Murray of civil liberties?
27. Gun, as an engine
30. Fr. title
31. Yesterday, in Yucatan
32. Online bye?
34. For

DOWN
1. Oscar winner Paquin
2. "What I look forward
___ continued immaturity
followed by death" - Dave Barry
3. Cast wearer's problem
4. Distinguish a former mayor of
New York in elem. school, maybe
5. Roxy Music co-founder Brian
6. "He won the ___, but lost the war"
7. Dispatch boat
8. CD-___
9. "The court bailiff will ___ in"
10. Musician Bill Monroe,
the "Father of ___"
11. Gusto
12. Get used (to)
13. Ruckuses

35. Tacks on
39. Open for musician Zappa?
43. Mope
44. That, in Tijuana
45. Carne ___
46. Andes capital
48. Schlep
50. Chop (off)
51. Humble actress Lipton?
56. Like our numerals
57. Kimono closer
58. Laddie's love
62. Tropical tuber
63. Inspirational actor Romano?
66. Not odd
67. Cupid, to Romans
68. French farewell
69. Russo of "Get Shorty"
70. ___ les jours
("everyday" in France)
71. Gives in
18. What soap may leave
23. Whopper
25. "It's just a flesh wound"
26. Far-left South American
gp. disbanded in 2016
27. Makes calls
28. Hose hue
29. Medicine bottle
33. Talus, for one
34. Smokey Bear ad, briefly
36. Radio tuner
37. Extinct bird
38. ___, Crackle and Pop
40. Joe Biden, for one
41. "___ Her Standing There"
(1963 Beatles song)
42. Herb in stuffing
47. Dictator Amin
48. Toils
49. "Speak ___ I mispronounce
your name"
51. ___ tots
52. "The play got ___ review!"
53. "Can I speak to the
manager?" meme name
54. "Oh ___ didn't!" (unbelievable)
55. Coast
59. Opposed, in Dogpatch
60. Outbuilding
61. Lantz and Nahan
64. ___, amas, amat...
65. Yellow or chocolate dog
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Peaceful Protests Seek Justice,
Reform, End to Systemic Racism
Continued from front page
Approximately 1,500 people showed black. She said fellow students at her
up to protest at Fullerton City Hall car- school have called her the n-word.
rying signs and chanting as cars drove
“We’re not threats. We’re not animals.
by on Commonwealth Ave, many of We shouldn’t be seen as such. We
them honking in support.
deserve to have rights. We deserve to be
Next, a series of speakers that includ- seen as equals,” Jones said. “Our history
ed some local elected officials addressed reflects 400 years of being seen as propthe crowd, which filled the lawn of City erty, 400 years of being dehumanized…
Hall.
We’re tired. We need change.”
“I hear your voices. And even some of
Regarding police reform, she said,
my Republican colleagues hear your “We need the police to not act on
voices,” Congressmember Gil Cisneros impulse, but to actually think it through.
(D-39) said. “And it’s up to you to make We need them to check their colsure you hold us accountable for doing leagues…Don’t let my skin color be
that.”
seen as a crime still. Don’t let it.
State Assemblymember Sharon Because I don’t deserve that, and none
Quirk-Silva reminded the crowd of the of us does.”
brutal beating of Kelly Thomas at the
FUHS Student Chloe Serrano, who is
hands of Fullerton police.
Filipina/Korean,
“We need to stop brutaliaddressed the crowd
ty. We need to stop looking
next.
the other way. We need to
“Last week I educatdo something about it, and
ed my immigrant mom
“For my white
you’re doing it today,”
on the systemic antifriends and my
Quirk-Silva said.
blackness our country
Fullerton
City
holds,” Serrano said.
white allies—
Councilmember Ahmad
“Like many Americans
thank you for
Zahra, the first LGBT
my mom was upset,
being here.
Muslim elected in the
but she was also influThank you for
United States spoke next.
enced and scared by
“As a gay Arab Muslim
opening your eyes. the false narrative
immigrant from Syria, I am
some of the media are
Welcome to the
no stranger to hate, disshowing. She did not
cookout.
crimination, and racism.
want her little 15-yearWe have been
But I can’t even imagine
old baby to go out into
the daily experiences of my
a protest with the poswaiting for you.”
black brothers and sisters,
sibility of getting hurt.
and trans siblings,” Zahra
I told her: ‘Mommy,
said. “This is Pride month,
the fear you have of me
and the Pride flag has been
getting hurt, wounded,
raised for the second year at Fullerton or even arrested is the same fear black
City Hall. This year it takes on a new people have every day.’ They do not
meaning and a renewed hope for a com- have a safe space to live freely and feel
munity united against hate, prejudice, validated as we do.”
and racism—a community where chilNext, local pastor, activist, and artist
dren grow up knowing they are loved, Willie Holmes led the assembled crowd
that they are safe, that they have oppor- in a prayer and an extended moment of
tunity and a future no matter the color of silence for the exact length of time
their skin, their gender, or their sexual George Floyd had the police officer’s
orientation.”
knee on his neck—8 minutes and 46 secNext Ahsha Jones, the sophomore onds.
ASB president at Troy High School,
The silence was profound, and was
spoke.
occasionally interrupted by the honking
“I’m here to tell you about my experi- of cars in support as they drove by.
ence as a black girl in an anti-black
A bit later in the afternoon, there were
world,” Jones said. She described the more speakers.
experience of her brother being carefulLocal resident Camille Hernandez
ly watched by employees while shop- who attended UC Santa Cruz and studping at Wal-Mart. She described going ied under famous civil rights activist and
to a public pool and a girl telling her she educator Angela Davis addressed the
could not swim there because she was crowd.

Angelos

and Vincis

Ristorante Est 1971
550 North Harbor Blvd
Downtown Fullerton
714.879.4022

“A PLACE TO EAT...A PLACE TO SEE.”
R
NE ORANGE
N
I

COUNTY HOTLIST
W BEST ITALIAN 2016 & 2017

Protesters march past the Fullerton Police Station on June 6.
“We are celebrating the end of white
supremacy in our country,” Hernandez
said. “Dearly beloved, we are gathered
here today because we are angry, we are
pissed, and today we say, ‘No more.’ We
cannot handle having any more black
martyrs in our country. We cannot handle wondering if our children will live
past tomorrow. We cannot handle living
in a system that is silent to our hurts and
our needs.”
Hernandez said that just last Friday
she was stopped by the police and feared
for her life. “It frightens me that that
happens every day. It happens in this
city…I don’t want to live in a world
where I have to raise my kids to be fearful.”
Hernandez noted that the crowd
assembled was very diverse, including
many white people. “For my white
friends and my white allies—thank you
for being here,” she said. “Thank you for
opening your eyes. Welcome to the
cookout. We have been waiting for you,
and you are here now. But there is so
much learning that needs to be done, and
so much listening that needs to be
done.”
Fullerton resident Phyllis Macharia
read what she had written the night she
found out George Floyd was murdered.
“I am in a state of mind, a state where
I am intolerant to neutrality. You either
fight beside me on my journey to liberation, or you choose the path of silence.

Silence is deafening, cowardice is stifling. But most of all, telling,” Macharia
said. “I witness the institutionalized
racism in classrooms, boardrooms, and
courtrooms…I’m no longer interested in
hearing, ‘Did they comply? Did they
have a criminal history?’ Because quite
honestly these inquiries are inconsequential when measured against the
value of a life.”
Kennedy Macharia, who grew up in
Fullerton and attended Troy High
School, addressed the crowd.
“I just want to say that I’m very proud
of this city today. There are people of
different colors, different sexual orientations, different religions around you—
all fighting for the same cause, guys. But
I want to be mindful—when everybody
makes it home today—George Floyd
didn’t make it home. Breonna Taylor
didn’t make it home. Philandro Castile
didn’t make it home. Trayvon Martin
didn’t make it home. Many black people
didn’t make it home,” Macharia said.
“In 2014, I went to protest for Michael
Brown’s death in Ferguson. Maybe 400
of us. We were all arrested, all zip-tied
for exercising our rights as US citizens…I ain’t perfect. But I deserve to be
on these streets. I deserve to walk this
planet. All my people want is love and
equality. That’s all we want. And God
forbid and thank God we don’t want
revenge…But please. It does not stop
here. Go home. Do your homework.”

Anniversaries
Weddings
Any Occasion !
One Call
We Do it All !
FIVE FREE
BANQUET
FACILITIES
Accommodating
up to 800 people

Established in 1971, in this family-owned restaurant
you dine in the middle of an Italian town square
complete with storefronts and twinkling lights.

Call 714.879.4022
www.AngelosandVincis.com
“Like” us on facebook.com/angelosandvincis

Protesters took to the streets and sidewalks in front of City Hall.
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Macharia then led the crowd in the
call and response chant:
Say her name!
Breonna Taylor!
Say his name!
George Floyd!
Next Ace Brown addressed the crowd.
He spoke of his cousin D’Angelo Lopez
who was killed by the LAPD in 2013
while Brown was with him.
“I felt angry for years,” he said.
“Some of you may have been touched
when Trayvon Martin was killed, but not
everybody was touched. But looking out
now, I feel like everybody is touched.
We must do better in our community…I
encourage you guys to do more in your
community. I encourage you to educate
yourselves on voting. I’m 30 years old
and I’ve never voted in my life. I didn’t
think voting mattered from up top. But if
we want to change something, we have
to vote. Get educated on who is running...make that change today.”
Brown, who is an alumni of Fullerton
Union High School, then led a march to
Plummer Auditorium to protest the fact
that a prominent local monument is
named after Louis E. Plummer, who was
a member of the Ku Klux Klan (see
front page).
The evidence for Plummer being a
Protesters gather on the lawn of Fullerton City Hall, calling for an end to police brutality and racism.
member of the KKK is a 1979 UCLA
doctoral dissertation called The Invisible
Government and the Viable Community:
A Fullerton College student named
The Ku Klux Klan in Orange County, Veronica asked that everyone take a
California During the 1920s by knee while she spoke “to understand
Christopher Cocoltchos, which states how hard it is to be on your knees for
the following: “Councilman W.A. such a long time,” she said. “George
Moore,
Judge
French,
and Floyd is only one victim out of the many
Superintendent of Schools Plummer victims of police brutality. Throughout
joined the Klan in the latter part of 1923, my life I've seen many videos, heard
and R.A. Mardsen entered in mid-1924. many stories of black people’s lives
Civic leaders were espebeing taken with guns or
cially eager to join.
by being beat down, but
Seven of the eighteen
this is the first time in my
councilmen who served
life that I have heard of a
on the council between
person being killed over
1918 and 1930 were
such a long time. The
“Our history
Klansmen.”
killer kneeled down on
reflects 400 years
Before the march
someone’s neck while two
through downtown to
of being seen as
other officers watched.
Plummer, Forcucci said
That was a thought in his
property,
400
to the crowd, “Please do
head, it wasn’t something
years of being
not let this be your one
that just happened. He
dehumanized…
act of solidarity. We
wasn’t trigger happy. He
need to vote. You need
We’re tired.
decided to stay on his
Ahsha Jones, the sophomore ASB president at Troy High School, speaks.
to fill out the census so
neck the entire time. We
We
need
change.”
that your city is funded
heard George stop talking.
This was followed by a peaceful
and represents you. You
We heard him be silenced. was murdered by the police. This has
been
going
on
for
way
too
long.”
protest
through the streets of downtown
need to call your mayor
And I’m shaking right
She
invited
her
son,
a
Fullerton
Fullerton.
The Fullerton Police departand initiate the 8-can’tnow because it’s not okay.
College
student,
to
help
her
take
a
knee
ment
took
a decidedly more hands-off
wait policies and defund
It’s not.”
along
with
the
assembled
crowd,
to
approach
to
these protests, keeping their
the police.”
Another speaker urged the crowd to
The following day, June 7, another continue protesting.“We can’t see this as observe another moment of silence for 8 distance, and helping redirect traffic.
large student-led protest and march was a trend. This must go on for as long as it minutes and 46 seconds.
organized at City Hall.
takes. The Montgomery bus boycott
Among the speakers at this protest lasted about 300 days. Other protests
was Fullerton resident and activist Jose lasted more than 6 months. We can’t see
Trinidad Castañeda, who announced this as just the weekly movement. We
that he will be running for Fullerton City have to put pressure on our own city
Council this year.
councils. It all starts locally.”
“You need to know who is going to
Another speaker who was at the
fight for you behind closed doors, who protest the previous weekend criticized
is going to fight for you for racial justice the police’s heavy-handed response by
time and time again despite the power of “pulling a tank on a peaceful protest.”
police unions, of white supremacists, He said, “We stood right here on this
and of Republicans in positions of corner. They pulled a tank out from
power right now,” Castañeda said. “I’m behind a fence right over there, on a
running for city council to change the peaceful protest. They had riot gear.
system, to fight for racial justice, to They outnumbered us. They brought 3
make sure that our police department police departments out for 50 people or
budget is not 50% of all the city’s rev- so. That’s a gang. There are politicians
enue…We need truth and accountabili- who have said openly that they’re afraid
ty.”
of the political power of the police.
Another speaker said that his two What’s the reason? They have guns and
daughters, who are 7 and 11, have no accountability. They run the policy.
already experienced racism in school. They get 50% of the budget or more.”
“If you have someone in your family
Long-time activist Lolitha Jones said,
who speaks racist rhetoric, correct “This did not just start yesterday. This
Protesters take a knee in solidarity with Black Lives Matter.
them,” he said. “It’s real simple.”
did not just start when George Floyd
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RECOGNIZING THE HISTORY
BEHIND THE BERNAL HOUSE
I recently learned that, earlier this married Mexican national Esther Munoz
year, before the stay-at-home order, De Anda, and together, they had two
Fullerton City Councilmember Jesus children, Irene and Maria Teresa. At
Silva was thinking of giving historical first, the family lived in an apartment in
recognition to the Bernal house. I want- La Habra.
ed to find out more about the history
But in 1943, according to OC Human
behind the Bernal house, so I decided to Relations, “Alejandro Bernal and his
research an interesting and important family moved to a house on Ash Avenue
anti-discrimination case involving Mr. in the Sunnyside neighborhood of
Bernal from 1943, known as Doss v. Fullerton.” The Sunnyside Addition was
Bernal. “It was one of the leading cases established in 1923 and by the time the
the Supreme Court used
Bernals moved in, it had
to
outlaw
racial
become a predominantly
c o v e n a n t s , ”
lower middle class comCouncilman Silva said
munity occupied excluover the phone.
sively
by
whites.
The deed said
Fullerton
hasn’t
Interestingly,
the
white
that “no portion
always been a welcomstucco home at East Ash
ing place. In fact, of the said property where they had moved
shall at any time
according
to
old
just happened to be a
Fullerton planning comstreet away from the segbe used, leased,
mission minutes, back
regated
neighborhood
owned, or
in 1915, residents
where Mr. Bernal was
occupied by
insisted that the city’s
raised.
any
Mexicans or
police department block
The owners of the propMexicans from leaving
erty, Joe and Velda
persons other
their houses after an
Johnson, agreed to sell for
than of the
outbreak of scarlet
$4,250, and the Bernals
Caucasian race.”
fever. Four years later,
secured a mortgage for the
hundreds of residents
home from the First
protested at a city counNational Trust Bank of
cil meeting after they
Fullerton. According to
learned that the Santa
Gustavo Arellano in the
Fe Railroad planned to build housing for OC Weekly, the bankers thought Esther
its Mexican workers near the company’s Bernal “was the new homeowner’s
tracks.
maid, so they didn’t think twice of sellAlejandro Bernal, whose mother was ing it.” However, three days after the
from
the
Mexican
state
of Bernals moved in, the former owners
Aguascalientes and whose father was told them that they “might have a little
from Arizona with Spanish heritage, trouble” because of a deed restriction
moved to Fullerton with his family. At that was attached to the house. The
the time, it wasn’t easy for Mexican restriction said that “no portion of the
children to get the education they said property shall at any time be used,
deserved. According to “Mi Casa es Mi leased, owned, or occupied by any
Casa,” a 2010 OC Weekly article written Mexicans or persons other than of the
by Gustavo Arellano, “in those days, Caucasian race.”
Mexican children were actively discourThe Bernal’s neighbors in this preaged from attending school by white dominantly white community feared
teachers and administrators.” Bernal did that the presence of Mexicans in their
not benefit from this system. He went to neighborhood would lower their properSt. Mary’s Catholic Church’s elemen- ty values. Failing to prevent the Bernals
tary school for several years, but never from moving in, the white residents of
advanced past that. This eventually led the community hired a lawyer to file an
him to work in the fields while a teenag- injunction against the family, requesting
er, which in turn allowed him to save up their removal from the house. According
enough money to purchase a truck that to OC Human Relations, “they were
led him to become a produce truck driv- relying on a clause written into the
er.
deeds of lots for sale in Fullerton neighAfter reading a UCLA Chicano borhoods that supported residential segStudies Research Center report by regation in housing covenants.”
Robert Chao Romero and Luis Fernando
Barely a month later, the Bernals
Fernandez, titled, “Doss V. Bernal: received a summons from an Orange
Ending Mexican Apartheid in Orange County sheriff’s deputy to appear in
County,” I learned that until 1937, Orange County Superior Court. The
Bernal lived in a segregated section of lawsuit was filed “on behalf of a majorFullerton called the Truslow Barrio. He ity of all the other lot owners” of the

CAPRI SHOES

Cover story in 2010 OC Weekly about the Bernal family.
Sunnyside Addition and it requested California to enforce a restriction on
judicial enforcement of the racial occupancy based solely on nationality of
restriction, while also asking that the the persons against whom the restriccourt ban the Bernals from living in tions are sought. This is especially true
their own home.
when the nationality affected is that of a
The Bernals refused to leave, and friendly neighbor and when one particurefused to give up without defending lar nationality is named.”
their rights, instead hiring Los Angeles
In Orange County, the headlines from
attorney David C. Marcus, who would local newspapers were dramatic: “Race
later serve as lead counsel in the well- Housing Bars are Falling!”; “Santa Ana
known 1946 Mendez v.
Judge Says Restrictions No
Westminster case, which
Good!”; “Mexican Land
ended the educational
Rights Upheld.” Nationally,
segregation of Mexican
the ruling in favor of the
The Bernals
youth. In Doss v. Bernal,
Bernals was more positively
Marcus was able to suc- refused to leave, received. In fact, the
cessfully make a legal
September 6th, 1943 edition
and refused
argument that argued that
of Time magazine included
to give up
Mexicans were subject to
an article on the decision,
without
the equal protection
titled “California-Across the
clause of the 14th
Tracks,” which discussed the
defending
Amendment
of
the
court case and how Alex
their rights.
United
States
Bernal literally and successConstitution. He also
fully “moved across the
argued that housing
[train] tracks to stay.” Some
covenants violated both
of the greatest support came
the 14th Amendment and
in the form of letters the
the due-process clause of the Fifth Bernals received from people across the
Amendment. The court case lasted for United States. According to the OC
four days in August of 1943 and ended Weekly, most of the letters came from
when Judge Albert A. Ross of the OC military personnel. One read, “If enough
Superior Court made a decision that cases such as yours are brought to light
ensured the Bernals’ right to keep their for all America to ponder, racial prejuhome.
dice in time may reach the vanishing
The case didn’t officially end until a point.” Another read, “Please be sure
few months later. On September 20th, that unthinking prejudice does not preGuss Hagenstein, the lawyer hired by vail anywhere. Ambition and personal
the white neighbors of the Sunnyside worth must always have a place in
Addition, filed a motion objecting to America, or our country will decay.”
Judge Ross’ ruling. Hagenstein argued
However, it seems as though the fight
that the 14th Amendment didn’t apply to against the lawsuit took a toll on the
the Bernals, as they were Mexican. A Bernal family. Even though he persefew weeks after that, Hagenstein filed a vered with courage and ultimately won
different motion “seeking to vacate his court case, Mr. Bernal didn’t discuss
Ross’ decision.” He cited case prece- it very often. He kept the Time magazine
dents in his argument for the housing article, the letters he received and all
covenants. However, the judge was not other documents and photographs relatpersuaded and issued a final ruling on ed to the case buried away in a box in
November 15th, 1943, where he wrote his garage, which wasn’t discovered by
that he was concerned Hagenstein’s his family until after his death in 1999.
argument went against the philosophy
Continued on page 11
“of the United States and of the state of
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The Bernal house on Ash Ave. in Fullerton.
Photos courtesy of the Local History Room of the Fullerton Public Library
Continued from page 10
The importance of the 1943 anti-discrimination case is what convinced
Councilman Silva to recognize the historical significance of the Bernal house.
“I learned about it in the spring of the
2017-2018 school year,” said Silva.
“One of his grandkids was a student of
mine in the spring. She was in the classroom and mentioned that Bernal was her
grandfather.”
Councilman Silva is currently in the
early stages of the process to recognize
the house. He was planning to bring up
this idea with the Fullerton City Council
at the end of May and work with
Fullerton Heritage to maybe put up a
plaque and work with the current owners of the house. He still hopes to work
on making sure the house is recognized
for its important role in fighting against
race-based residential segregation.
I hope that this look back at local history will empower us to own our past
and use it as a source of inspiration to
continue the struggle to make this a
country where everyone lives free from
violence and discrimination. Even
though other cases, such as the Sugar
Hill case and Shelley v. Kraemer, may
have received more attention, it’s
important to remember Doss v. Bernal

Alex Bernal
was the first case to hold that racially
restrictive covenants violated equal protection.
To see my video containing historical
photographs and documents from Doss
v.
Bernal,
visit
www.fullertonobserver.com and click
the tab labeled “Local.” Underneath that
tab, click on “Emerson Little YouTube
Channel,” which will take you directly
to my page.
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Bubba records a performance to be livestreamed from the Fox Theater.
Photo by Mike Ritto.

DAY OF MUSIC COMING JUNE 21
For 6 years, Day of Music
Fullerton (DoMF) has offered music
concerts across more than 40 venues
in Fullerton and Orange County on
June 21, during the Summer Solstice.
DoMF takes place simultaneously
with similar festivities, currently in
more than 1,000 cities globally in
celebration of Fête de la Musique.
DoMF is a unique music festival, it is
open for anyone who wants to take
part.
Day of Music Fullerton is a music
festival that anyone can musically
participate in, and will still occur on
June 21. In response to COVID-19
live performances will be broadcast
virtually in a variety of ways:
Fox Fullerton Live Streaming
Center: The historic Fox Theatre
will be the site during the day for several (social distancing) live-to-camera-only performances that will be
streamed on Day of Music
Fullerton’s Facebook page.
Fullerton Business Venues: They
can have bands livestream performances to the establishment’s
Facebook page, bands can send
videos of their performances to have
the venue “Premiere” the video at a
certain time, and in some instances, a

solo act can livestream from the
venue on the venue’s Facebook page.
Mass Appeal Events: DoMF is
also about participation. “Performed
by anyone, enjoyed by everyone.”
We’re working with venues, sponsors
and suppliers to make instruments
available for pickup and connecting
with musicians to offer online
instruction via video conferencing,
Social Media outlets, etc.
Bash the Trash: Folks will be
encouraged to make music with what
they were going to throw out. Find
that next new sound in your trashcan
and share with others what magic you
created.
Porch Fest: People who play
instruments, sing, etc. can perform
from the front of their homes so
neighbors can enjoy while social distancing.
Day of Music Fullerton is also
looking to hear from everyone participating. How will you be spending
your Make Music Day?
Connect Socially:
www.facebook.com/
thedayofmusic
info@thedayofmusic.com
www.thedayofmusic.com

HITS
&
MISSES
by Joyce Mason © 2020

THE TRIP TO GREECE: TWO HITS
With theaters closed and long-distance
trips mostly cancelled, a filmed visit to
Greece, even if experienced vicariously
on a television screen, can provide an
entertaining interlude. Video-onDemand (VOD) is now providing newly
released films, making them available at
a modest price.
“The Trip to Greece” is the fourth in
director Michael Winterbottom’s series
of visits to England’s Lake Country, followed by “The Trip to Italy” and “The
Trip to Spain.” They all star Steve
Coogan and Rob Brydon, who, together,
have an easy friendship filled with banter, teasing, and a running competition
as to which of them can do the best
impression of famous actors: Marlon
Brando, Mick Jaggers, Stan Laurel,
Dustin Hoffman having his teeth pulled
in “Marathon Man,” and Brydon’s specialty, Richard Burton. Like many longtime friends, they tolerate each other’s

eccentricities, such as Steve’s need to
always drive the car even though Rob is
a perfectly competent driver.
Like the other “Trip” movies, the journeys include stops at memorable restaurants, where the food is savored even
when the glorious views of the sea
below could easily become a major distraction. The cameraman is also careful
to take us into the kitchens of chefs who
take their talents seriously, having mastered the slight turn of the wrist that flips
the filet or vegetable without the aid of
cooking tools. Attractive waitresses with
charming accents and unique phrases
like, “Enjoy, already,” are not overlooked on this journey.
Steve and Rob have planned this trip
to approximate the route taken by
Odysseus returning from Troy to his
faithful wife, Penelope, in Ithaca. This
premise offers our travelers a springboard to other famous, but not so suc-

cessful, marriages as Steve and Rob riff
on Henry VIII and the ill-fated Anne
Boleyn. They also have fun quoting that
ancient arbiter of literary taste, Aristotle,
whom they reference as if he were an
old pal named Ari Stotle.
Even as Steve and Rob enjoy hiking
the wooded landscapes and swimming
in the azure lagoons, both men realize
the brevity of their journey as they check

daily with their families in Britain. And
as they contemplate their own life journeys, each man is aware that middle-age
is no longer approaching him but is
already here. Ending on a more serious
note than the other trip movies, “The
Trip to Greece” could be director
Winterbottom’s last venture with these
two talented travelers.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

Grading and
Distance Learning

Black Lives Matter poster wall at Amerige Park. Photo by Don Waterbury.

Fullerton School Board to Vote on
Black Lives Matter Resolution
On June 23, the Fullerton School Board will vote on approval of
a resolution in support of Black Lives Matter:
A RESOLUTION of the Board of
WHEREAS, shouting loudly that
Trustees of the Fullerton School District “Black Lives Matter” does not negate
to declare that the lives of Black stu- our commitment to ALL of our students,
dents matter and that we encourage dis- but rather elevating Black students’
trict-wide participation in the national struggle to trust that our society values
Black Lives Matter At School Week them, we must affirm that their lives,
from the start of Black History Month specifically, matter; and
plus another week to be determined by
WHEREAS, the problems of society
the superintendent.
are mirrored in schools, and these probWHEREAS, in response to both cur- lems can only be fully addressed with a
rently and historically
united effort of commudisparate treatment of
nity and school coming
African Americans, a
together for the betternationwide movement
ment of our students’
“Throughout
has arisen to assert that
future; and
Black Lives Matter;
WHEREAS, numerour nation’s
and
ous
and diverse comhistory,
WHEREAS,
a
munity groups, resiinstitutional
national movement has
dents, and teachers
and
structural
arisen to assert that
wish to participate in
Black Lives Matter on
the education, reflecracism and
the campuses that
tion, dialogue, and
injustice have
serve all children; and
action in order to
led to deepening
WHEREAS,
the
engage
educational
racial disparities
killing of unarmed
communities throughBlack
men
and
out Fullerton in activiacross all
women,
including
ties that support the
sectors of society.”
queer and trans perunderstandings
and
sons of color, has left
affirmations that underyoung people searchlie the Black Lives
ing for answers to
Matter Movement; and
incredibly complicated
NOW, THEREFORE,
and infuriating questions; and
BE IT RESOLVED, the Fullerton
WHEREAS, throughout our nation’s School District Board of Trustees
history, institutional and structural declares that the lives of our Black sturacism and injustice have led to deepen- dents matter, the lives of our Black faming racial disparities across all sectors of ilies matter, the lives of our Black teachsociety and have lasting negative conse- ers and staff members matter, and that
quences for our communities, cities, and all Black lives matter
nation; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the
WHEREAS, historically, when Black Fullerton School District Board of
people have fought for a more demo- Trustees urgently encourages participacratic society, the lives of all people tion district-wide in the Black Lives
have improved and, conversely, each Matter At School Week AND in the first
time barriers to Black people’s potential weeks of instruction of the 2020-2021
have been erected, our whole society has school year.
suffered; and

BALANCE & CHANGE
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com

Dr.. Pletka announced that FSD will
continue to provide emergency distance
learning thought the end of the academic
school year. All students will be promoted to the next grade level and be held
"harmless" due to the pandemic and the
grading system will not be punitive.
FSD will establish a "pass" grading system. Teachers will continue to provide
positive feedback to students in their
performance, hold high expectations for
student engagement, and follow up with
families to provide support. Schools will
continue to reach out to students and
families through phone calls, emails,
apps, and learning management systems.

iPads for Students
The District is currently working to
ensure every 4th through 8th grade student a working iPad for Distance
Learning including Special Education
students. The Board approved 5-0 the
purchase of 500 Apple iPads for the
2019/2020 school year. The Board also
approved the purchase of 600 wifi
Internet Hot Spots from the O.C.
Department of Education.

Internet Hot Spots
FSD has been approached by the O.C.
Dept of Education to join a consortium
that will purchase needed internet Hot
Spots to allow the students who do not
have internet access to conduct Distance
Learning. Students will get devices with
a fast turnaround of 2 weeks vs. the previous 4-6 weeks that the District had
been quoted.

Expansion of FSD
Language Program
The Board recommended an expansion of the FSD Language program to
the Junior High schools. The multilingual pathways Task Force collaborates
and recommends instructional programs
that promote cross-cultural competencies such as bilingualism and bi-literacy
through a variety of language opportunities to students which may lead to linguistic and/or academic proficiency in
one or more languages.

Summer School
The District will be providing an
Extended Play Summer Edition/
Summer School. Dr. Pletka said that the
District is discussing different options
for what Fall may look like with regard
to students returning to school.
Summer Extended Play Program registration will be open May 27. Program
starts June 1–June 26.

Fall Options
Various options for students returning
are being considered based on state
guidelines and parent choices. A parent
survey will be sent to parents regarding
their learning preference for fall based
on distance learning or physical school.
One option is independent study/home
school. The short term goal is expanding
on the independent study program. Each
of the schools will offer an option for
parents to have a home distance learning
model. Another is long term independent study, with robust curriculum on a
choice model that includes teachers
facilitating parent involvement and
instruction seminars/lab days with hands
on opportunities for learning.

Projected Enrollment
Current District 2019-2020 enrollment is 12,854. The 2020-2021 enrollment is projected at 12,651 – a 2%
decrease. The District may be “held
harmless” for the loss of enrollment and
ADA, since this year is unprecedented
with many unknown factors.

Student Meals
The District hopes to extend the meals
from the current 7 school sites to 17.
The food benefit for children is free to
students that qualify for free & reduced
lunches and families who are P-EBT eligible.

TAKING A HARD LINE ON SOFT DRINKS
By now, most of us realize that sugary soft drinks (including soda, fruit
juices, highly sweetened coffees, and other sources of liquid sugar) are linked
to weight gain, obesity, insulin resistance (a primary feature of metabolic syndrome), type 2 diabetes, the possibility of an increased risk for heart disease,
and a higher risk of cancer. These potential adverse health consequences of
excessive sugary liquid consumption stand alongside the well-known fact that
sugary soda not only provides easily digestible energy for the bacteria that
cause tooth decay, but it also contains phosphoric and carbonic acids that make
teeth vulnerable to decay. With all this in mind, it is best to get children used
to drinking non-sugary liquids as early as infancy

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com
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KIDS RULE!

by Francine, 9th grade

by Abigail, 5th Grade

George Floyd Issue:
Does it Matter to Kids Like Us?
Having just graduated from 8th grade, this month of June is the time I’ve been
looking forward to so I could take a break from school. We teens have our own
world. We are invested in our video games, social media, and hobbies. But, even
in our world, the death of George Floyd and the issues of police brutality, racial discrimination, protests and rallies have flooded our daily feeds, including our video
games. The players in Roblox are doing their version of online protests.
These issues make me sad. I wanted to do my part to support the calls for reform
but I needed to get more information. So, I spoke to my parents and I also conducted a survey among my friends and teammates from Young Observers, and below is
what I have gathered:
Police Brutality
We all agree that police brutality is
absolutely wrong. The police officer
who put his knee on George Floyd’s
neck until he died is an example of brutality. Life is precious because we only
live once. Regardless of background,
we should treat everyone with respect
and compassion.
In school, we have rules and those
who disobey are punished. The leaders
of the policemen should make sure that
bad cops are really punished, not
excused.
Anyone who wants to become a police
officer should have serious training in
respecting the life of every person so
that they would not participate in senseless killing.
Racial Discrimination
“In this day and age, we shouldn’t
have to worry about our race,” Young
Observer Alexandria remarked. We all
believe that discriminating against others doesn’t make sense because we are
all equal. Anyone who discriminates
feels superior and condescending
towards others. We will be happier if we
fill our hearts with respect and kindness
for everyone.
Violent Rallies/Looting
We believe that we can send our message for reform in a peaceful way.
Violence has never been an effective
solution to our problems. It only makes
them worse. As for looting during rallies, we think that some may do this for
amusement or to take advantage of the

opportunity but stores, especially the
small businesses, did not do anything
bad to deserve this. We are unhappy that
looters may not even be true protesters.
Black Lives Matter
One of my friends, Jasmin, wrote in
the survey, “We are all humans. Skin
color doesn’t matter as every color is
beautiful.” The black community is
mostly affected by the way people look
at skin color because history remembers
them as descendants of slaves. They
have been treated as second-class citizens. We support this movement
because it is time we stand together to
rebuild communities that treat the black
community with respect and kindness.
We’ve heard many people chanting that
“All Lives Matter won’t work until
Black Lives Matter,” during the protests
and we agree.
The death of George Floyd has opened
up our minds to serious problems in our
country that need to be dealt with. When
asked how we could support the protests
and rallies in a safe and peaceful way,
my friends and the Young Observers
suggested making donations to the campaign, signing petitions, posting messages of support on social media and by
being part of the positive change we ask
for when we are kind and respectful to
everyone, regardless of race or skin
color. And if we choose to become
police officers in the future, we will
make sure we really care deeply for the
life of every person. As British entertainer Clara Amfo stated, “Educate
yourself and others, stand by us loudly,
consistently, FOREVER."

australianswimschool.com

STAY IN TOUCH!
During quarantine, we all miss our relatives and friends. That’s why it’s so important to stay in touch with them. I like to FaceTime with my friends, and I do Zoom
with my classmates and my family. It always makes me happier knowing that they
are safe, and even though seeing them in person is better than seeing them through
a screen, it still makes me feel better knowing that I can see them healthy. If you
haven't tried yet, check out Zoom, FaceTime, Facebook Video Call and even Google
Meets. I guarantee that the weight of not knowing if they are safe will be off your
shoulders in no time.

GUESS WHAT? By Genevieve, 9th Grade
California Trivia
1. California has both the hottest
National Park in the country, and the
largest tree in the world!
2. There are over 100,000 earthquakes
in California each year.
3. For most cities in California, police
spending is a community's biggest cost.

Sources:
www.worldstrides.com
www.thefactsite.com
www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/
2020/06/08/california-rattlesnakesdefund-police-school-pensions-monnews/5319514002/

SUMMER SPOTLIGHT
by Mateo, 6th grade

SUMMER LEARNING FROM HOME
This is the time of year when summer
camps are normally scheduled to start.
Kids, big and small, leave their households on a mission to learn about the
wild and learn new skills they may need
later in life. Unfortunately, that will not
be the case this year, as the pandemic
has prevented us from leaving our
homes and gathering close together.
However, Cal State Fullerton is hosting
virtual summer classes to keep your
brains sharp and to continue to learn
while staying safe at home.

This program is for grades 3 to 8, and
it spans from June 22 to July 31. You
will learn about math, writing, and even
technology. The classes are scheduled
from 9am to 3pm Monday through
Friday, and they will be taking place on
either Google or Zoom. This program is
a great way to give you a head-start on
the next school year. To learn more
about times, available classes, and other
details, visit titanyouth.fullerton.edu.
Stay safe and enjoy your summer learning from home!

NATIONAL REMEMBRANCE
by Alexandria, 9th grade

National Holiday: Juneteenth
In 1865, Texas was the final state to
abolish slavery. On June 19th, General
Gordon Granger made the announcement in the city of Galveston. This day
has been marked as Juneteenth, a national holiday that celebrates the end of
slavery and the beginning of freedom
for African Americans. This holiday is
the oldest nationally-celebrated event
that honors the end of slavery. This holiday should be honored and celebrated
in a time like this when society is
protesting against racial discrimination
against African Americans.
To celebrate this holiday, you can find
a Juneteenth flag and hang it up in honor
of the end of slavery. The flag has a star
in the middle which represents Texas,
the final state to abolish slavery. It also
has an outer star that represents new
freedom and new people. You can also
research the history of this holiday and
of slavery to understand the importance
and meaning of the freedom African

Americans fought for. You can also help
African Americans gain freedom from
racism today by attending peaceful
marches and posting on social media
about it.
Sources:
www.nationaltoday.com/juneteenth
www.juneteenth.com/history.htm
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Council Votes to Temporarily Cut
Museum Center Program Funding
few unless we can find some grants,
which we are pursuing.”
It is likely the Fullerton Museum
The Fullerton Museum Center is curCenter will remain closed through at rently closed, as is required under Stage
least the end of 2020.
2 of the Governor’s Pandemic
At the Tuesday, June 2 meeting, Roadmap.
Fullerton City Council voted 5-0 to
During public comments at the June 2
adopt the 2020-21 budget. Included in meeting, members of the community
this is a “temporary” cut of $305,493 in spoke in support of retaining the funding
operating costs for the Fullerton of the Museum Center.
Museum Center. This was part of a
Suzanne Benet said, “Not only do they
series of budget balancing measures produce fantastic quarterly exhibits, but
adopted to help offset a $7.9 million they bring art, live performances, music,
deficit caused by revenue losses due to culture, and much needed diversity to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
our community. But probably the most
The original budget balancing propos- important contribution the Museum
al included also firing the Museum gives our community is the opportunity
Center’s three full-time employees, to bring us all together. It allows
though under a revised proposal these strangers to become friends, and neighemployees have been retained for now bors to become a community. If you end
to work with the Parks and Recreation funding for the museum, you’ll be shutDepartment. All of the
ting down a beloved
Museum’s part time
social and cultural hub of
employees were laid off
the downtown area.”
in April.
Benet suggested that
According to City
Council consider post“If you end
Manager Ken Domer,
poning their decision “to
funding
for the
“All 3 [employees] will
allow the Museum membe retained during what I
bers and the public in
Museum, you’ll
term a transition time as
general to express how
be shutting
we review how to posidevastating this loss will
down a beloved
tion the Museum to be
be for the residents of
social and cultural Fullerton—This is too
more financially independent and sound going
important an institution
hub of the
forward.”
in our community to
downtown area.”
City Treasurer Ellis
eliminate major funding
Chang, who presented the
without even sharing this
budget, explained that
conversation with all of
these employees may be
your constituents.”
able to continue remote
Fullerton
resident
Museum programs such
Andrea Freeman said,
as kids art kits, “as well as support other “Our city is facing uncertainty. Let’s not
Parks and Recreation activities as oppor- let our uncertainty dictate making crutunities for re-opening summer recre- cial decisions that will take away the
ation is allowed.”
most precious things in our community.
Councilmember Jesus Silva asked if This Museum has been part of the fabric
keeping the 3 staff members “will give of our community for over 40 years.”
us the flexibility to perhaps open the
Freeman read the mission statement of
Museum on a limited basis as we move the FMC, which is “to present the best in
forward with this COVID-19 situation?” diverse exhibitions and education proTo which both Chang and Domer grams. Our Center provides a vibrant
replied, “Correct.”
central gathering place for the commuWhen asked whether the Museum nity, stimulates dialogue, and promotes
would be able to re-open without pro- critical and creative thinking.”
gram funding, FMC Board President
“When so many schools have cut
Kirk San Roman said that, as things funding for arts education, the Museum
stand now, the Museum “is essentially Center offers this to our community,”
shuttered until at least 2021.”
Freeman said.
San Roman said that there is currently
Susie Dittmar, who is a member of
no set date to re-open the Museum. “For Museum Center Board, said, “I’m going
the sake of our members, for those who to give you one last pitch why we need
support the museum, I wish they would to remain open or open to the public
set a date, to give them some optimistic very soon.”
hope of when that would happen.”
She said that cutting funding to the
San Roman said that the Museum’s museum would mean cutting funding to
normal fundraising activities, such as children’s education, and discussed
the Thursday Market, the Beer Garden, some of the education programs the
and Rotary Club event were all can- Museum offers. For example, every year
celled due to COVID-19. “Our fundrais- at least 7,000 Fullerton school children
ing opportunities at this time are very participate in FMC’s education program
by Jesse La Tour

The Fullerton Museum Center is a hub for local creativity and community.
that includes a docent-led tour of the
Museum’s exhibits, a critical thinking
conversation, and a hands-on learning
activity.
“We completely understand that cutting services is never simple, but what is
deemed essential goes further than
financial,” Dittmar said. “It is the hub of
downtown. Keeping it open and operating will definitely guide normalcy and
bring joy back to our citizens’ everyday
lives.”
During Council discussion of the item,
Mayor Protem Jan Flory said that keeping the 3 full time employees who are
currently making the museum run,
“gives me great confidence that we are
going to have our Fullerton Museum
Center funded after the first of the year.”
“It’s sad but where public works and
public safety comprise 77% of our general fund, there isn’t much wiggle
room,” Flory said. “And so when cuts
have to be made, they are made in the
discretionary services. That’s Parks and
Rec, that’s the Library, that’s the
Museum.”
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra said
that in order to keep continuity, “I would
be in favor of keeping the Museum at
least partly open, maybe 1 or 2 days a
week, so that the exhibits that have
already been curated can be viewed,
once the COVID-19 situation allows us
to do that.”
“Instead of a closure, a scaling back,”
Zahra said. He made a motion to give
direction to City staff to “look into only
partial opening of the Museum at the
earliest convenience.” This motion
passed 4-1 (Whitaker “no”), though it is
only direction and not yet funded policy.
Zahra later told the Observer that
because Council had to pass a budget
this month by State law, “many factors
remain variable with labor negotiations
still underway and State and Federal
COVID-19 relief funding still pending.”
He said that this budget will be revised
periodically throughout the course of the
fiscal year “to restore some of the cuts
that were made to our staffing levels,
salaries, and community services,
including our Museum.”
“As a staunch supporter of the arts,
my hope is that we can find creative
ways and work with community partners to keep the museum partially open
until such time of a full recovery,” Zahra
said.
In an Observer article posted on June
1, we reported that, while these cuts are
being made to the Museum, the
approved budget contains negotiated
salary increases of $420,000 effective
July 2020 for the Fullerton Police
Officers’ Association Public Safety and
Dispatcher Units and the Fullerton

Firefighters’ Association employees.
Zahra clarified that this is a contract
that was negotiated last year and therefore legally must be honored.
City Manager Domer then said,
“There is no item for a police raise or
anything like that. Police raises are not
part of this action and there’s actually
nothing proposed at this time.”
Domer later clarified to the Observer
that “Any personnel cost increases as
part of the budget were already
approved prior by the City Council. In
trying to be as transparent as possible
about increases in the personnel area we
were highlighting those previously
negotiated raises as part of the overall
personnel increases…We also continue
to work with the units to actually defer
some of the $420k in increases and I am
hopeful that one of the next actions we
bring to the Council will be the deferral
of about $181,000 until July 1, 2021 as a
means to help us out through the next
Fiscal Year.”
Regarding the Museum temporary
closure, council member Jesus Silva
said, “I know the majority of us would
not dare shut it down completely, but
these are tough times and we have to
make tough decisions. But I’m confident
that as we get back to somewhat normal,
funding will increase and we’ll be able
to go back and make whole some of
these programs.”
Mayor Jennifer Fitzgerald, who made
the motion to approve the budget,
including the Museum cuts, said “None
of us wants to shut down the Museum.
We’re not going to turn the lock and not
think about it again. The cuts to library
hours and the Museum closure are temporary and during that temporary time it
will give us a chance, I hope, as a community to talk about how do these things
operate and whether there are other
ways that they can operate. Is there a
way that the community can be more
invested and more of an active partner in
how those services are provided?”
Domer said, “It’s our intent to work
with the Museum staff, and it was my
commitment to the Museum Association
that we don’t want to close it down. But
we cannot afford the $550,000 City subsidy of the Museum right now, so we’ve
got to look at doing things differently.”
He said that the City is applying for a
CARES Act grant for the Museum.
The Fullerton Museum Center, housed
in a historic WPA building in downtown
Fullerton, is home to the Leo Fender
Gallery and has provided the city of
Fullerton with decades of art exhibits,
children’s art programs, as well as being
the hub for the popular Fullerton
Market, Art Walk, and many other community events.
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COUNCIL SELECTS APPLICANT FOR HUNT
LIBRARY RESTORATION AND PROGRAMMING
Orange County proposal only became
available when it was included on the
The Fullerton City Council unani- council’s June 2 agenda.
mously approved the applicant recomArts OC is a non-profit arts advocacy
mended by a review panel to begin group founded twenty years ago at a
engagement with the City about provid- time when such an organization was
ing programming and renovations to the lacking in the county. Nearly every
Hunt Branch Library campus. A joint major, and most minor, arts organization
proposal by Heritage Future and ArtsOC in OC is a member of the group, which
received the support of all five members advocates for arts funding and support
of the council, but not before at least two and provides organizational and other
other applicants complained about what services to both local governments and
they perceived as an opaque selection constituent members. For many years
process by the committee
they have managed the
who
reviewed
the
Imagination Celebration
responses to the City’s
in Orange County.
Request for Proposals
Heritage Future was
(RFP). Several speakers
founded
by
Kevin
A joint
representing
Access
Staniec, a writer, pubproposal by
California, who scored
lisher, and arts impresaHeritage Future
third out of the eight
rio who founded and
applicants, asked the
directs the 1888 literary
and ArtsOC
council to continue the
space in Orange and has
received the
decision to a future meetorganized exhibitions for
support of all
ing. Council member
the City of Irvine’s Great
five members
Jesus Silva countered
Park gallery for many
with a concern that the
years, and before that,
of the council.
$2.5 million state grant
worked
for
the
secured
by
Muckenthaler Cultural
Assemblywoman Sharon
Center in Fullerton.
Quirk-Silva (his wife) for
The joint proposal
restoration and upgrades
envisions utilizing the
to the facility might not be available for historic Hunt Branch Library as an arts
an indefinite period, and instead urged a and literacy presentation and educationtimely decision by the council that night. al space. Staniec would serve as the proCouncil member Ahmad Zahra sug- gram team leader, while Arts OC would
gested that the motion to approve help to conceive, plan, and implement
Heritage Future/ArtsOC should include programs for the space and grounds. The
a backup inclusion of the second highest proposal also includes architect Robert
scoring applicant, but that effort was Young, who would direct use of $2.5
sidelined. Zahra ultimately joined the million in state funding for renovations
other four members in voting in favor of and restoration of the building.
the winning application without the runArtsOC/Heritage Future released the
ner up a provision.
following statement about their plans for
Eight different organizations respond- the Hunt:
ed to the RFP issued last November by
“The Hunt Library is one of Orange
the city to solicit programming propos- County’s most important historic buildals for the site. A five-member panel that ings, a masterpiece of Mid-Century
included members of the Library Ad Modern design by one of the foremost
Hoc Committee reviewed the proposals architects of that era and of our region,
following direction by the council in William L. Pereira. It needs to be lovMarch. The proposals were not available ingly preserved—but it also needs to
to the public. The Heritage Future/Arts become a welcoming place in which
by Matthew Leslie

An Open Letter from the Fullerton Museum
Center Board of Trustees
As you may know, on June 2, 2020 the
Fullerton City Council voted 5-0 to keep
the Fullerton Museum Center (FMC)
closed indefinitely and to reassign fulltime staff to other positions. Previously,
all part-time staff employed at the museum were laid off.
While the FMC Board of Trustees
understands the current unexpected
financial position facing the City, it is
nevertheless disturbing that the City is
closing this very important resource to
its citizens, which serves as the hub of
downtown Fullerton, for a nebulous,
unspecified length of time.
What does this mean to you?
•NO Fullerton Market events or live
music in the Plaza.
•NO Beer and Wine Garden.
•NO FMC Gallery exhibits.
•NO access to the Leo Fender Gallery.
•NO FMC-sponsored and guided air
port tours.
•NO Taco festival.
•NO Adult art classes.
•NO cultural and educational pro
grams which have served over 7,000

of Fullerton’s youth.
•NO Summer Camps for kids.
•NO Art Walks inside the museum.
•NO FMC participation with the Day
of Music.
•Etc., etc., etc.
While we hope and believe that this
will be a temporary closure, we ask that
you continue to contact members of the
City Council to voice your support on
behalf of the FMC, and to keep our
organization and the benefits that are
provided in mind.
We have a very active Board of
Trustees, and I can assure you that we
have no intention of folding up our tent
and walking away. To paraphrase Mark
Twain, “The rumors of (our) death are
greatly exaggerated.”
We will be looking for ways to remain
active and relevant without paid FMC
staff. Please keep in contact with us
through our social media sites:
www.facebook.com/FullertonMuseum
and www.instagram.com/fullertonmuseum.
I do have some good news! The FMC

The Hunt Branch Library
everyone in the community takes pride
of ownership and where its use celebrates not only the building’s legacy, but
also the heritage and cultures of all of
Fullerton’s residents. Arts Orange
County, which plays a vital role in
assisting local cities with their strategic
arts and culture planning, and Heritage
Future, an innovator in creative placemaking and programming, are inspired
by the limitless possibilities presented
by the Hunt Library Literacy and
Cultural Innovation Programmatic
Partnership, and look forward to working with the City of Fullerton and the
community.”
The city will now, according to the
agenda report, “begin work with the
selected provider to finalize both physical improvements needed at the site in
order to utilize a $2.5 million State
appropriation
secured
by
Assemblywoman Sharon Quirk-Silva
and create a partnership agreement outlining the terms of operations and services for the future of providing the priorities as outlined by the Hunt Branch
Library Ad Hoc Committee. The agreement will be brought back to the City
Council for approval.”
What oversight the Library Board of
Trustees will have of the project is
unclear, but the state grant requires that
the site retain some aspect of library use.
The Board was not consulted about the

choice of respondents to the city’s RFP.
The council’s approval of a partner to
present new programming the facility
marks a milestone in the efforts to save
the Hunt form being sold as surplus
property. Once a second branch of the
Fullerton Public Library, the Hunt has
been closed since 2013 because the city
council has repeatedly declined to fund
its operation as a library. The facility is
currently leased to Grace Mission
University, a division of Grace
Ministries International, who purchased
the adjoining Hunt business property for
their church and added additional structures to their property.
Grace Mission University, also submitted a proposal to utilize the site, scoring at number 5 of the 8 submitted proposals. The next to highest score was
received for a proposal called Hunt
Library Gardens, which reportedly
included a plan to build senior housing
on the site near the library. Other proposals were submitted by Arborland
(who operate a private school in
Amerige Heights), Farook Zia &
Associates, The Orange County
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and
Bonnie Hall, an arts administer and consultant.
For more information about efforts to
revive and protect the Hunt Branch
Library, please visit SaveTheHunt.com.

gift shop will be OPEN for the final
three Thursdays in June from 4pm to
7:30pm. We are having a special 50%
Off (NOT) Going Out of Business/
Father’s Day Sale on June 18 and 25.
Please stop by and support your favorite
museum with a purchase.
Prior to our March COVID-19 closure, the gift shop was stocked with new

Fender gear and accessories, as well as
several items related to our Golden
Books exhibit…plus much, much more!
Please respect our staff by wearing a
face mask and maintaining proper social
distancing when in the gift shop.
Thanks!
Kirk G. San Roman,
President, FMC Board of Trustees
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Fullerton
Observer
The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and
Natalie Kennedy, Roy and Irene
Kobayashi, and other friends in 1978, is
staffed by local volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one revenues are plowed back into maintaining and improving our independent, nonpartisan, non-sectarian community newspaper. Our purpose is to inform Fullerton
residents about the institutions and other
societal forces which most impact their
lives, so that they may be empowered to
participate in constructive ways to keep
and make these private and public entities
serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways. Through
our extensive local calendar and other
coverage, we seek to promote a sense of
community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our country is so uniquely blessed.
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2020

IS THIS THE AMERICAN VERSION
OF THE ARAB SPRING?
Some are wondering if this is, like the meant much out of the context of history
Arab Spring, the start of a violent, and societal conditions. His death would
regime-changing revolt. They ask if have been human tragedy but not a hisLaFayette Park is our version of Egypt’s tory-changing spark igniting a World
Tahrir Square. They point out that War.
Mubarak sent both police, troops, and
So it is, I believe, with George Floyd.
plain-clothed unidentifiable thugs to His death, his murder, really his lynchbreak up the protests. He sent in baton ing by a policeman would not have had
and club-wielding thugs on camel back. social-changing resonance without Eric
Well, we have lacked only the camels… Garner (also choked to death on camera)
so far.
and Breonna Taylor (a nurse shot in her
The Arab Spring began not in Egypt, bed by police breaking down her door
but in Sidi Bouzid, a small town in cen- with a “No knock” warrant in the middle
tral Tunisia. It began
of the night) and
with despair, when a
Philando Castile (shot in
poor and unemployed
his car after informing
fruit seller, Mohammad
police he had a permitted
At a certain
Bouazizi, set himself
firearm) and Tamir Rice
afire after being extort(a 12- year old boy fatalmoment, all the
ed and abused by the
ly shot in a park by two
abuse, all the
police. But local despair
policemen) and dozens
pain reach a
soon became national
more who were killed
tipping point
rage and rebellion. The
under the cover of
corrupt kleptocracy of
authority. Then there are
which can
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali
the many cases of these
become a
was overthrown—mostkillings being “justified”
breaking point.
ly, but not entirely,
by police fear (which is
peacefully. Then out of
real but also part of their
despair came hope,
chosen profession) and
hope that spread across
the nearly universal failthe Arab World. Not all
ure to prosecute and contheir hopes have been
vict police misconduct.
realized, but some still live.
The video of the choking of Eric Garner
It was not that there was something was not good enough for the jury to find
unique in the horrifying self-immolation criminal fault in his death.
of Bouazizi, or special about either the
At a certain moment, all the abuse, all
town or Tunisia itself. Corruption, extor- the pain reach a tipping point which can
tion, and violent suppression were long- become a breaking point. Social revolustanding and widespread. This was sim- tions never have a single cause; they
ply a case of a match, this time literally come from long-standing grievances.
and not metaphorically, thrown on dry The American Revolution, sparked by
kindling. The kindling, the conditions of the Boston Tea Party, was not about the
poverty, exploitation, and authoritarian critical need of the colonists for tea. Nor
misrule were everywhere—all over was our American Civil Rights moveTunisia and across North Africa, the ment about buses in Montgomery,
Sahel and the Middle East. Bouazizi set Alabama or the great food at the lunch
it alight.
counter at Woolworth’s in Greensboro,
Had the conditions not been right, North Carolina.
meaning morally wrong, his death
These historic moments all shared
would have been simply the sad end of a many of the same conditions, the condisad life. But it became so much more. tions that create and dry the kindling:
This was the straw that broke the Oppression, corruption, injustice and
camel’s back of tyranny in Tunisia.
economic discrimination. Add racism,
After all, the assassination of Franz religious intolerance, and tribalism and
Ferdinand didn’t cause World War I, but we can anticipate, as James Baldwin
was the spark that ignited it. The kin- promised, “The Fire Next Time.”
dling was dry all over Europe. Years of
Is this then the beginning of an
conflict led to war. While central to the American Spring, an overthrowing, not
story, Ferdinand’s death wouldn’t have so much of a single government, but the
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institutional racism in our society, in the
police, and in the unexamined hearts of
far too many Americans? Or will this
seem to fade, as so many protests and
uprisings have, only to be added to the
ultimate and certainly violent social
spasm as the tectonic plates of our fractured society build more and more tension?
Is this the “Big One” or is that yet to
come as surely it must if we do not institute real and profound change now.

Thank You, Sharon
Ralph Kennedy founded the Fullerton
Observer and provided a much-needed
liberal voice in north Orange County.
But it was Sharon Kennedy who turned
the Observer into a true community
newspaper. Today the paper covers all
aspects of our great city, from politics, to
history, to art, to education. Sharon
Kennedy has had a huge impact on
Fullerton, and while I am sad to see her
retire, I am grateful for all she has done.
Thank you Sharon. You will be missed.
F.T. Lee
Fullerton

I read my dad’s congratulatory letter
to you on your full retirement now. You
are a true legacy and I am part of your
fan club, by the way. You have spent
countless hours, days, weeks, months,
and years editing the Fullerton Observer
and the community of Fullerton is sooo
much better for it. You have truly made
a very positive, BIG difference in the
community with this essential and super
important newspaper.
Both personally and professionally
you have been an inspiration to me for
many years’ time.
My dad (Pete Baron) has always spoken sooo highly of you and credited you
all these years for such hard, diligent,
extremely committed/dedicated work
with the Fullerton Observer.
YOU
were and will always be remembered as
the Fullerton Observer.
I wish you the best with whatever you
are doing now....I hope you have found
this transition to full retirement a good
one. I never met you in person however
who knows? Maybe we will meet sometime...
In good health & spirit,
Jennifer Baron

I was so surprised to read that you are
retiring. Where have all the years gone?
I feel like you just started after the loss
of your wonderful Dad.
I know that he would be thrilled that
you have continued the paper in service
to our community. We learn so much
reading the paper! You keep us informed
about political, environmental, social,
and educational happenings in our community. To be an educated citizen, all of
what you print is important to know.
Thank you for your diligent efforts and
caring.
I am sure you thought hard about the
next editor as you pass on the torch. I
hope the new editor will continue to
enlighten us and enrich our community
like you and your dad before you.
Hilda Sugarman, Trustee
Fullerton School District Area 2
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS

NOW IS THE TIME
TO CHANGE THE INDIAN MASCOT
To the Fullerton Joint Union High
School District:
The death of another black man in
America and the subsequent protests
against police brutality worldwide has
brought the subject of racism, injustice,
power, and privilege to our front door.
In the backlash against systemic racism,
Congress, military leaders, and many
Republicans are willing to reconsider
the use of confederate imagery and
rename military bases. Even NASCAR
seems willing to address the negative
impact of racist symbols and the implicit message it transmits to the public
regarding accepted racist ideology. It
could be argued that true character and
integrity takes place as a proactive gesture instead of a reactive response, however a little integrity is better than complacency. We have to start somewhere.
One place we can pick up the wave of
integrity that is swelling right now is
right here in our own community. There
are two schools in Brea and Fullerton

that have the dubious honor of being at
the top of many lists of institutions that
perpetuate systemic racism. Brea has
William E. Fanning Elementary school.
We have Fullerton High School which
has long prided itself as “Home of the
Indians.” Established in the 19th century, Fullerton High School has a longstanding history of dominance by appropriating the imagery and symbolism of a
marginalized segment of the population
then and now. The plight of Native
Americans in our country and community has been well documented in this
publication and others. The literature on
the use of stereotypes in education has
been thoroughly researched and also
documented. The district has had its
share of protests on the matter yet
remains complacent through small
changes that continue to perpetuate systemic racism, just with a different mask.
Maybe this time the light will shine
through. If the administration can’t or
won’t see it, perhaps the faculty can.

HIGH TIME FOR POT DISPENSARIES
It is time that the city of Fullerton re- to drive to Santa Ana to purchase a legal
examines its abstinence from the product in California. Furthermore, we
cannabis industry.
do not need to worry about people overFaced with the greatest economic dosing, since it doesn’t happen with
downturn since the Great Depression, cannabis.
the City should open its doors for busiTo the people who are skeptical and
ness.
worried about negative side effects,
Fullerton residents are simply driving studies have been done that should ease
to Santa Ana for the prodyour concern. One study
uct. Delivery options are
showed that rapes and properalso available for people
ty
crimes
significantly
who do not want to drive
decreased
when
marijuana
Our current
there. Prohibition within
was legalized. That same
Fullerton is just boosting whack-a-mole study also showed reduced
policy is a
tax revenue to Santa Ana
consumption of other drugs
and keeping illegal opera- complete waste and alcohol. To people who
tions alive.
are concerned about usage
of the City’s
Our current whack-aamong youth, remember that
time and
mole policy of shutting
everyone is ‘carded’ upon
resources.
down stores only to find a
entry. It is only illegal operanew one somewhere else
tions that offer vapes and other
is a complete waste of the
products to minors. It is not in
City’s time and resources.
the distributors’ interest to
Instead, Fullerton should be issuing engage in illegal activity when they are
licenses to sell marijuana. To attract new already walking a tight-rope.
businesses, the City can charge half the
Education about the potential dangers
rate that Santa Ana offers.
should continue in schools alongside the
There are many upsides to allowing dangers of alcohol and tobacco.
recreational cannabis to operate in However, another study has shown that
Fullerton. First, it provides jobs, which the real gateway drug is alcohol, not
are sorely needed right now. This leads marijuana. So, spare me the fake moral
to higher tax revenue for the City.
panic since most of us have turned a
The City can use that money to fix pot blind eye to the puke-filled sidewalks of
holes, fund schools, or help fund police downtown Fullerton. Remember, unlike
pensions. Cannabis is also a safe pain- the other two, cannabis has medicinal
killer alternative to opioids, especially properties as well.
for cancer patients who also have nausea
Bobby Vaughn
and decreased appetite. Our elderly
Fullerton
and/or sick population should not have

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Opinions
are those of the writer. We must verify your identity, but we allow initials only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in print if a
reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary. Opinions sent
to us without name, address and phone number will not be printed. Due
to space issues shorter letters have a better chance of getting in. Please
add your contact information so we can verify. Thanks!
contact@fullertonobserver.com

or mail to: Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834
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red serves to embed systemic racism into
the culture of our city. According to the
mission statement on the homepage it
ends, “…and move [students] from passive to active participants in the educational community in preparation for
responsible, productive adulthood.” This
would be a good time to follow through
on that promise. Be accountable to the
students. Be accountable to the community. Be accountable to yourself. Have
the courage to make the big changes and
move from the bad list to the good list of
institutions that have met the civic challenge of our times. The key to systemic
See something, say something. If the change lies within the institution and
imagery and the symbolism is lost on those that defend the flawed past. The
anyone with cultural blinders, here is the mascot has become our confederate
imagery. It is a relic of a different age
formula:
•White hegemony of the 19th Century when it was perceived to be acceptable.
America has been getting away with
•Alumni acceptance
way too much way too long. Now is the
•Indian Objectification
time for positive social change. Now is
•School Color Red
the time to remove the mascot.
•“Redskins” = racial stereotype
The principal’s message on the High
Eugene Sky Scott
School’s homepage does not mention the
Professor
of Anthropology
rich tradition of the mascot. Instead the
Los
Angeles
Valley College
use of the mascot along with the color

Schools and Communities First
The economic crisis is hitting everyone hard, and Californians – including
local governments and school districts –
are facing unprecedented budget shortfalls. We’ve appreciated Governor
Newsom’s leadership, but current budget proposals could mean more devastating cuts to historically-underfunded
communities, particularly those of color.
As we face these hardships, many corporations benefit from tax policies that
drain resources from communities of
color—the very resources that would
correct decades of disinvestment. This is
unacceptable. In November, we can
change that.
The Schools & Communities First
(S&CF) initiative, which qualified for
the ballot after garnering 1.7 million signatures of support, means $12 billion

every year for critical local services like
hospitals and schools by closing corporate tax loopholes, while protecting
homeowners and residents, small businesses, and agriculture from any
changes. Our analysis shows that 94%
of the revenue would come from only
10% of the most underassessed commercial and industrial properties in the
State – meaning a fraction of top corporations would finally pay their fair share.
We can’t afford corporate tax loopholes at the expense of our schools and
communities. Reopening schools in a
safe and effective manner is going to
take money. S&CF can provide that necessary funding.
Greg Branch
Fullerton

Open Letter from The Muck in Support
of the Fullerton Museum Center
On behalf of our Board, our staff, and
our members here at The Muck let me
say how saddened we are to hear that
FMC will be closed, even for a single
minute. The city of Fullerton needs
more arts and culture, not less. There are
extraordinary people in that facility
doing great work.
I have spoken to FMC's Board Chair
Kirk San Roman, reached out to some
of the FMC staff, and started conversations with several City Council members about how we can help fill the gap
until they reopen.
Kirk and I have worked hard toward
building a cooperative sense of friendly
competition between our two organizations. The Muck wants and needs FMC
at full capacity in order to be our best.
We can't replace the Thursday markets or the Fender Gallery. Those are
unique to FMC and are great losses to
the community. But our galleries are
open, our day camps are open, and we
are happy to give any FMC member the
benefits of Muck membership until
FMC returns. Those are small temporary stopgaps. The main focus is to get
FMC open.

We respect the dilemma facing our
City's leaders in unprecedented times.
And rather than offer criticism, we offer
ourselves as a partner in searching for a
better Fullerton. In our minds that
includes an open, thriving, Fullerton
Museum Center continuing into the
future on their own terms.
Farrell Hirsch - CEO
The Muckenthaler Center

Police Oversight
Please establish, create, and support a
Fullerton Police Department oversight
and accountability commission. With
the currents events that are unfolding
and looking towards the future such a
commission would allay any fears that
Fullerton residents may have concerning
police performance.
Don Waterbury
Fullerton
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ALBERT ESCHNER

Roy Eduard Truba Mickelsen
Roy Eduard Truba Mickelsen was
born August 26, 1946 in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He was the oldest of two children
born to Roy Edward Mickelsen and
Helen Ester Truba. During his early
years his family lived in different areas
of Salt Lake City, then his parents purchased a home in the Rose Park area of
Salt Lake. He and his younger sister
Pamela (Pam) had many friends in that
area and many fond memories growing
up there.
He was given the name “Roy” and that
was the name he used at school and later
for work and legal purposes. He was
called “Mike” by friends and family.
This nickname was given to him
because his mother needed to distinguish between him and his father.
He attended Rose Park Elementary
School, Northwest Jr. High School and
West High School, graduating from
there in 1964. He went on to attend a
trade tech in Salt Lake City but was not
able to finish school because his father
accepted a job in Southern California.
The family moved in 1965 to Fullerton,
California. There he attended Fullerton
Junior College and completed his
Associate Degree.
He took great interest in technology
including radio equipment and electronics. His interest continued to his secondary schooling and employment. In 1966
he found employment with Beckman
Instruments, an electronics company
that produced component parts for many
instruments. He did many different tests
on these parts for the company to make
sure they would work under many different conditions. He worked for fortynine years, retiring at the beginning of
2015.
In 1973 he met his future wife Anne
Esther Freeman, who at that time was
serving a full-time LDS mission in the
area. After she completed her mission
and returned home, he took a vacation to
visit her and get to know her better. They
became engaged a few months later and
were married in the Salt Lake Temple,

June 20, 1974. They returned to
California, living in Fullerton, They had
two children: Kristy Anne and Scott
Freeman Mickelsen.
He was constantly aware of others
around him who were in need of service.
When someone needed help, he was
there. He was an active member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and held many church positions,
including a counselor in the elders’ quorum, membership clerk, a counselor in a
bishopric, counselor in a high priest
group leadership, physical facilities
manager, assistant stake clerk over technology and stake family history leader.
He was an active member of the Boy
Scouts of America. He began serving in
Cub Scouts when son Scott joined. He
served in this Cub Pack and Scout Troop
as Committee Chairman. He served on
the Roundtable and Cub and Scout training staffs. He also served as a Unit
Commissioner,
Deputy
District
Commissioner and as an IT Committee
member, serving as Webmaster for the
District website. While a member of
scouting, he earned the Commissioner
of the Year Award, District Award of
Merit, and the Silver Beaver in 1999.
He loved listening to music. He had a
lot of recording equipment. He recorded
band concerts the children participated
in, then had cassette tapes made and
offered them to be used as a fundraiser
for the school’s band program.
His health has been declining over the
past couple of years. His body developed serious infections and a need for
hospitalization this past February. The
treatments were not successful in being
able to clear up the infections. On
Sunday, March 29, 2020 he passed away
peacefully in his home at the age of 73.
He is survived by his wife Anne, sister
Pam, children Kristy and Scott, seven
grandchildren (Lillian, Preston, Holly,
Emmaline, Whitlee, Willow and Tyler),
and nieces and nephews.
He was buried April 27, 2020 in
Bountiful City, Cemetery.

Albert (Al) Eschner, Jr. was born on
October 6, 1927 in Santa Monica
California. He was the archetypal beach
boy, violinist, water polo playing, scientific genius who would go body surfing
before school every morning. Prior to
graduating as valedictorian at Santa
Monica High School in 1945, he was a
sound technician in the movie studios
working with such stars as Roy Rogers
and Dale Evans. He went on to graduate
with a degree in Electrical Engineering
from Cal Tech in 1950 and later earned
an MS degree from USC.
After serving in the Navy, Al was
hired by Hughes Aircraft Company
where the first project he worked on was
perfecting the electrical system for They fell in love with the cultures of the
Howard Hughes’ gigantic wooden air- world and Al was Meg’s audio/visual
plane, the Spruce Goose. During his /technology resource for her artist-in-the
time at Hughes, Al was instrumental in schools program, “Culture for Kids.” Al
developing many new product lines and was an active member of the Vedanta
Society
of
Southern
became the holder of a
California
for
nearly
60
number of patents for his
years
and
president
for
significant inventions. In
He worked on
nearly twenty years. Later
the late 1950s, he moved
in life, Al also created docperfecting the
to Fullerton to help
Hughes start Ground electrical system umentaries and renewed his
interest in playing the
Systems Group where he
for
Howard
piano.
quickly moved into manHughes’
He passed away peacefulagement, and then spent
ly
in his home surrounded
several years working at gigantic wooden
by
his loving daughters.
Autonetics and Hoffman
airplane,
Al
is preceded in death
Electronics. He returned
the
Spruce
by
Meg
and their two sons,
to Hughes and was an
Goose.
Gordon
and
Edward, and is
Assistant
Division
survived
by
his daughters,
Manager before retiring
Lauralyn
and
Eve and sonafter nearly 40 years in the
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ANSWER
KEY
PUZZLE
“NAMELY”
on page 7:

TO

Happy 2020
Graduation
Zoe as you
move on to
college!
We Love You!

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To
participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide
valid licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable
for our family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $15 for 50 words or less
per issue. Payment is by check only. The Observer assumes no liability for
ads placed here. However, if you have a complaint or compliment about a
service, please let us know at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 7386531 to inquire about business licenses. For contractor license verification go
to the California State Contractor License Board website at
www.cslb.ca.gov.

WANT TO BUY

NEED HELP

Wanted: TECH BOOKS

Need a person to iron clothes
at her/his home or our home.
Call BIPIN
(657) 500- 8366

Engineering, physics, mathematics,
electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking and
other types of technical books purchased. Large Collections (25+ books)
Preferred. Please call Deborah
(714) 528-8297

HOME REPAIR
LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Patio Covers, Fences, Gates
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702

ROOM FOR RENT
Small room for rent in Anaheim
Senior Mobile Home Park.
Prefer female. Please call
(714) 992-8012 or
(714) 395-1341 (cell)

Orange County COVID-19 Website
www.occovid19.ochealthinfo.com
211 OC Website
www.211oc.org

Public Hearing on Illegal Cannabis Dispensary
Happy 2020 Graduation Francine, Youth editor of the Observer! We Love You!

Michael Noor graduated from
University of California Berkeley, with
high honors, receiving a degree in
Computer Science and Electrical
Engineering. He has been accepted into
Cornell University elite computer engineering graduate program, Where he’ll
be attending in the fall.
At Berkeley, Michael was recognized
as a “Regent and Chancellor Scholar.”
The Regents’ and Chancellor’s
Scholarship is the most prestigious
scholarship offered by UC Berkeley to
entering undergraduate students”. In
April, 2017, He was inducted into the
IEEE, Eta Kappa Nu Honor Society for
excellent scholarship in electrical and
Computer Engineering.

The City of Fullerton will hold a public hearing regarding the improper land
use by the illegal marijuana dispensary
“Fullerton’s Finest Cannabis” operating
out of an unapproved zone and other
Fullerton Municipal Code Violations
that exist at 801 W. Commonwealth Ave.
The purpose of the hearing is to determine if a public nuisance was created
and is being maintained, and the type of
remedial action that shall be taken if a
public nuisance is declared to exist.
The public hearing date and location
are:
June 19, 2020 at 11am
Council Chambers
City Hall—First Floor
303. W Commonwealth Ave.
Fullerton CA
Adjacent property owners are invited
to attend and submit written or oral

statements as to the impact, if any, that
the use of this parcel has created.
If you wish to submit any evidence
and/or statements to be considered at
this hearing as part of public comment,
submittals must be received at least 24
hours prior to the hearing. Any evidence
and/or statements may be submitted to:
Roy Hernandez
City of Fullerton
Community Development Department
303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Fullerton, CA
Rhernandez@cityoffullerton.com
Phone: (714) 738-3346
Please keep in mind that all submittals
will be provided to the Hearing Officer
at the dais on the day of the hearing and
will become part of the public record.
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